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Network Modeling

Stochastic and Deterministic Approaches

Giovanni Sansavini

(ABSTRACT)

Stochastic and deterministic approaches for modeling complex networks are presented. The methodology combines analysis of the structure formed by the interconnections among the elements of a network with an assessment of the vulnerability towards the propagation of cascading failures. The goal is to understand the mutual interplay between the structure of the network connections and the propagation of cascading failures.

Two fundamental issues related to the optimal design and operation of complex networks are addressed. The first concerns the impact that cascading failures have on networks due to the connectivity pattern linking their components. If the state of load on the network components is high, the risk of cascade spreadings becomes significant. In this case, the needed reduction of the connectivity efficiency to prevent the propagation of failures affecting the entire system is quantified. The second issue concerns the realization of the most efficient connectivity in a network that minimizes the propagations of cascading failures. It is found that a system that routinely approaches the critical load for the onset of cascading failures during its operation should have a larger efficiency value. This allows for a smoother transition to the cascade region and for a reasonable reaction time to counteract the onset of significant cascading failures.

The interplay between the structure of the network connections and the propagation of cascading failures is assessed also in interdependent networks. In these systems, the linking among several network infrastructures is necessary for their optimal and economical operation. Yet, the interdependencies introduce weaknesses due to the fact that failures may cascade from one system to other interdependent systems, possibly affecting their overall functioning. Inspired by the global efficiency, a measure of the communication capabilities among interdependent systems, i.e. the interdependency efficiency, is defined. The relations between the structural parameters, i.e. the system links and the interdependency links,
and the interdependency efficiency, are also quantified, as well as the relations between the structural parameters and the vulnerability towards the propagation of cascading failures. Resorting to this knowledge, the optimal interdependency connectivity is identified.

Similar to the spreading of failures, the formation of a giant component is a critical phenomenon emerging as a result of the connectivity pattern in a network. This structural transition is exploited to identify the formation of macrometastases in the developed model for metastatic colonization in tumor growth. The methods of network theory proves particularly suitable to reproduce the local interactions among tumor cells that lead to the emergent global behavior of the metastasis as a community. This model for intercellular sensing reproduces the stepwise behavior characteristic of metastatic colonization. Moreover, it prompts the consideration of a curative intervention that hinders intercellular communication, even in the presence of a significant tumor cell population.
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2.1 The typical output of the cascade algorithm for propagation of cascading failures in networks. The average cascade size \( \bar{S} \), i.e., the number of failed nodes in a cascade event, with respect to the average initial component loading, \( L \). Results for a fully connected network with \( N = 1000 \) nodes, \( K = N(N-1)/2 = 499500 \) and \( P = D = 0.0004 \) .

3.1 Cascade size \( \bar{S} \), i.e., the number of failed nodes in a cascade event, with respect to the average initial component loading, \( L \). From left to right we consider networks with equal numbers of nodes \( N = 50 \), but with decreasing numbers of connections \( K = 1225, 750, 500, 250 \) and global connectivity efficiency, \( E_{\text{glob}} = 1, 0.8061, 0.6735, 0.4619 \). The critical load \( L_{cr} \) for a network is identified at 10% of complete network failure line, i.e., at \( S_{cr} = 5 \).

3.2 The probability distribution function of the cascade size, \( S \), at the critical load \( L = L_{cr} = 0.9377 \) for the network with \( K = 400 \) and \( E_{\text{glob}} = 0.5423 \) (see Tab. 3.1). For large \( S \), the probability distribution shows a power-law tail, \( p(S) \sim S^{-9.00} \), which attests the propagation of failure cascade having significant size in the network. This plot was obtained using 10,000 failure cascades simulated within a Monte Carlo framework for the average initial load, \( L = L_{cr} = 0.9377 \).
3.3 Probability that the cascade size, $S$, is smaller that the critical cascade size, $S_{cr}$, i.e. $\text{Prob}(S < S_{cr})$, for the all the possible average initial loads, $L \in [0.5, 1]$. The red marker highlights how for the critical load, $L = L_{cr} = 0.9377$, the 63% of the generated cascading failures are smaller than the critical size, $S_{cr}$. For each average initial load, $L$, 10,000 failure cascades were simulated in the network with $K = 400$ and $E_{glob} = 0.5423$ (see Tab. 3.1).

3.4 The global connectivity efficiency values, $E_{glob}$, obtained placing $K$ connections among the $N = 50$ network nodes. Each black dot is a realization of a connectivity pattern involving $K$ connections and one hundred patterns are generated for each $K$. The red curve represents the average global connectivity efficiency, $E_{glob}$, for the considered numbers of connections, $K$. The maximum number of links that can be accommodated in the network of $N = 50$ nodes is $K_{max} = 1225$.

3.5 The Pearson correlation coefficient, $r^2$, for the least square regressions employing exponential functions, versus the maximum average initial load, $L$, included in the least square fit, for the network in Tab. 3.1 with $K = 882$ and $E_{glob} = 0.8600$. The corresponding regression sample sizes ranges from 3 for $L = 0.86$ to 31 for $L = 1$. $r^2$ has a maximum for $L = 0.895$.

3.6 The growth rate $\alpha$ of the fitted exponential versus the maximum average initial load, $L$, included in the least square fit, for the network in Tab. 3.1 with $K = 882$ and $E_{glob} = 0.8600$. The corresponding regression sample sizes ranges from 3 for $L = 0.86$ to 31 for $L = 1$. Since $r^2$ has a maximum for $L = 0.895$, the value $\alpha = 36.7260$ is selected as the best fit for the exponential growth of the cascade size, $S$.

3.7 Simulation results for the propagation of cascading failures in one network in Tab. 3.1 with $K = 400$ and $E_{glob} = 0.5423$ (squares). The dash dotted curve shows the exponential function fitted using the least square regression starting from the critical load, $L_{cr} = 0.9377$. The estimated growth rate is $\alpha = 61.7461$. 
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4.12 The relation, $E_i = f(K, M)$, between the configuration of the interdependent networks, i.e. $(K, M)$, and the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, and the relation, $L_{cr} = f(K, M)$, between the configuration of the interdependent networks, i.e. $(K, M)$, and the average critical loads of the two symmetric networks, $L_{cr}$. Each point $(K, M)$ corresponds to a particular configuration of the interdependent networks as for the system links, $K$, and the interdependencies, $M$, and it is associated to a unique $E_i$ value and a unique $L_{cr}$ value. Small black dots and solid black lines: contour lines of the relation, $E_i = f(K, M)$. Big black dots and black dash dotted lines: contour lines of the relation, $L_{cr} = f(K, M)$. Red dots and red dash dotted line: system configurations for which $\rho = 1$. Red shaded area: system configurations for which $\rho > 1$. The red solid curves show how the functional form in Eq. 4.7 fits the contour lines for $E_i = f(K, M)$ in the least-square sense. Blue dots: optimal configurations for different values of interdependency efficiency, $E_i$. Blue solid line: locus of the optimal configurations, $(K^{opt}, M^{opt})$.

5.1 Bond percolation network. Each bond (connection) on a 40 × 40 square lattice is present with probability $p = 0.3$ (upper-left panel), $p = 0.4176$ (upper-right panel) and $p = 0.7$ (lower panel). The value $p_c = 0.4176$ is the percolation threshold for this model for which a giant component connecting the upper side and the lower side of the lattice appears. The red path highlights this connection. For $p = 0.3 < p_c$, many small-sized individual clusters appear in the lattice. For $p = 0.7 > p_c$, the only cluster in the lattice is the giant component.
5.2 The formation of the metastatic network. This schematic displays how the metastatic colony is mapped into a network. The circles represent the sensing areas covered by the tumor cells in accord with the cut-off distance $\rho$. The cells are placed at the centers of the circles. The homing surface for colonization is bounded by the red square contour and the cells attach uniformly on it. The red connections link intercommunicating cells which lie within the distance $\rho$. The figure corresponds to a stage of the metastasis progression when the giant component spans the entire homing surface. To increase visibility in this schematic, the ratio between the homing surface side and $\rho$ is set as 10.

5.3 Evolution of the giant component in the metastatic network. The results for various target areas are displayed. From right to left, $A = 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.33, 0.17$ cm$^2$, respectively. The dots identify the transition threshold time and the fully-developed threshold time of the percolation transition based on the time derivative of the size of the giant component. Three qualitatively different behaviors are found in all the scenarios. Before the transition threshold, the metastatic network contains no giant component, since there are only small disconnected cell clusters. During the transition, incoming cells connect these previously isolated clusters so that a giant component spanning the entire network is formed. After the fully-developed threshold, the giant component grows linearly according to a net rate $\alpha - \beta$ since incoming cells attach directly to it. In these simulations, $\alpha = 10$ and $\beta = 5$ cells/day. $\rho = 100\, \mu\text{m}$ is chosen to be 10 times as much as the average metastatic cell radius of $10\, \mu\text{m}$ for breast cancer (102). Different $\rho$ values quantitatively influence the critical transition times and the size of the giant component but do not alter the qualitative model behavior (see Fig. 5.6).
5.4 The time derivative of the giant component size. The derivative is calculated using least-square regression. This method is chosen due to the high stochastic variability of the signal. For each instant \( t_i \), a \( t_i \)-centered time window with length \( m = n/100 \) is identified, \( n \) being the length of the time signal representing the evolution of the giant component size. A first-order polynomial is fitted to the \( t_i \)-centered time window and its slope defines the time derivative at \( t_i \). For initial and final times, right- and left-skewed time windows are used, respectively. The dashed line identifies the constant growth rate, \( R \), following the fully-developed transition time. \( R = 1800 \text{ cells/year for } \alpha = 10 \text{ cells/day and } \beta = 5 \text{ cells/day.} \) \( R \) identifies the transition threshold time (left dot), while the disappearance of large oscillations identifies the fully developed transition time (right dot). This plot is relative to the target area \( A = 0.17 \text{ cm}^2 \).

5.5 Metastatic progression with respect to (a) cell density and (b) critical time for various sizes of the metastasis homing sites. Lower dots: transition thresholds for (a) density and (b) time. Upper dots: fully-developed thresholds for (a) density and (b) time. The threshold time scales linearly with the size of the metastasis homing site while the threshold density is less sensitive to it. This points to the use of intercellular sensing by cells to detect the most convenient density to initiate community behavior. However, the cell number is also a critical parameter in this respect. As an example, for \( A = 0.1 \text{ cm}^2 \) the fully-developed metastasis has a size of about 2000 cells, while for \( A = 1 \text{ cm}^2 \) this size is about 15,500 cells. Thus, the fully-developed threshold density has higher values for smaller homing sites to compensate for the small cell count in the metastasis. In these simulations, \( \alpha = 10 \) and \( \beta = 5 \text{ cells/day.} \) \( \rho = 100 \mu\text{m} \) is chosen to be 10 times as much as the average metastatic cell radius of 10 \( \mu\text{m} \) for breast cancer (102). Different \( \rho \) values quantitatively influence the critical transition times and the size of the giant component but do not alter the qualitative model behavior (see Fig. 5.6).
5.6 Metastatic progression with respect to (a) cell density and (b) critical time. Lower dots: transition thresholds for (a) density and (b) time. Upper dots: fully-developed thresholds for (a) density and (b) time. This figure is the homologue of Fig. 5.5 (a) and (b). The three region diagram is shifted to lower values due to the increase in the cell sensing capability. In this case, $\rho = 200 \ \mu\text{m}$, $\alpha = 10$ and $\beta = 5$ cells/day as in Fig. 5.5 (a) and (b).

5.7 Exponential growth between the transition threshold time and the fully developed threshold time. The plot shows the logarithm of the size of the giant component vs. time for $A = 0.1 \ \text{cm}^2$, $\alpha = 10$, $\beta = 5$ cells/day and $\rho = 100 \ \mu\text{m}$. The red line $4.7558 \cdot t + 2.1381$ identifies the least-square fit between the transition threshold time and the fully developed threshold time with a Pearson correlation coefficient $r^2 = 0.9717$.

5.8 Scaling of the exponential growth during the percolation transition. The black dots represent the growth rate of the giant component $\gamma$ between the transition threshold time and the fully-developed threshold time for increasing metastatic homing area, $A$. $\gamma$ scales as $1/A$ (dashed curve) indicating a faster transition for smaller $A$ values (see also Fig. 5.5 (b)). The least-square regression function is $\gamma = 0.33 \cdot 1/A + 1.54$ with Pearson correlation coefficient $r^2 = 0.9758$.

5.9 Evolution of the giant component for time-varying attachment rate $\alpha(t)$. The solid line shows the results for the time-varying chemotaxis given by the attachment rate $\alpha(t) = -2.5 \cdot t^2 + 10 \cdot t + 10$. The dashed line compares results for constant chemotaxis with $\alpha = 10$ cells/day. The transition threshold time is shifted from 1.99 years to 1.21 years and the fully-developed threshold time is shifted from 3.18 years to 1.45 years, respectively. $A = 0.33 \ \text{cm}^2$, $\beta = 5$ cells/day and $\rho = 100 \ \mu\text{m}$.
5.10 Evolution of the cell density for time-varying attachment rate $\alpha(t)$. The solid line represents results for the time-varying chemotaxis given by the attachment rate $\alpha(t) = -2.5 \cdot t^2 + 10 \cdot t + 10$. The dashed line compares results for constant chemotaxis with $\alpha = 10$ cells/day. The cyan dots mark the transition threshold density at $1.26 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ and the fully-developed threshold density at $1.61 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ for the time-dependent chemotaxis. The red dots mark the transition threshold density at $1.08 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ and the fully-developed threshold density at $1.72 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ for constant chemotaxis. $A = 0.33$ cm$^2$, $\beta = 5$ cells/day and $\rho = 100$ $\mu$m.

5.11 Evolution of the giant component size for the attachment of multiple cells. The dashed line shows results for the base model for sake of comparison. The attachment of individual cells occurs with the probability $p_1 = 0.7$ and the attachment of clusters of two cells occurs with the probability $p_2 = 0.3$ with respect to a generic attachment event. The transition threshold time is shifted from 1.99 years to 1.51 years and the fully developed threshold time from 3.18 years to 2.56 years, respectively. $A = 0.33$ cm$^2$, $\alpha = 10$ cells/day, $\beta = 5$ cells/day and $\rho = 100$ $\mu$m.

5.12 Evolution of the cell density for the attachment of multiple cells. The dashed line shows results for the base model for sake of comparison. The attachment of individual cells occurs with the probability $p_1 = 0.7$ and the attachment of clusters of two cells occurs with the probability $p_2 = 0.3$ with respect to a generic attachment event. The cyan dots mark the transition threshold density at $1.32 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ and the fully-developed threshold density at $2.27 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ for the attachment of multiple cells. The red dots mark the transition threshold density at $1.08 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ and the fully-developed threshold density at $1.72 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ for the base model. $A = 0.33$ cm$^2$, $\alpha = 10$ cells/day, $\beta = 5$ cells/day and $\rho = 100$ $\mu$m.

5.13 Time-varying attachment rate $\alpha(t)$ used for the simulation in Fig. 5.14 and 5.15. The solid line describes the time-dependent attachment rate $\alpha(t) = (-2.5 \cdot t^2 + 10 \cdot t + 10) \cdot e^{-\log(10)/4 \cdot t}$ with a maximum at $t = 0.42$ years.
5.14 Evolution of the giant component in the extended model. Solid line: the result for the extended model considering time-dependent $\alpha(t)$ in Fig. 5.13, attachment of multiple cells, and proliferation. Dashed line: reference model. $\rho = 100 \, \mu m$ and $A = 0.33 \, cm^2$. The transition threshold time shifts from 1.99 years to 0.355 years. Due to proliferation, the percolation transition to the fully-developed threshold time is instantaneous. The attachment of individual cells occurs with the probability $p_1 = 0.7$ and the attachment of clusters of two cells occurs with the probability $p_2 = 0.3$ with respect to a generic attachment event. Proliferation occurs only for the cells in the giant connected component with a proliferation time $T_P = 45$ days. 

5.15 Evolution of the cell density for the extended model. Solid line: Result for the extended model considering time-dependent $\alpha(t)$ in Fig. 5.13, attachment of multiple cells, and proliferation. Dashed line: reference model. $A = 0.33 \, cm^2$ and $\rho = 100 \, \mu m$. The transition threshold density shifts from $1.08 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ (lower red dot) to $2.07 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ (cyan dot). The attachment of individual cells occurs with a probability $p_1 = 0.7$ and the attachment of clusters of two cells occurs with a probability $p_2 = 0.3$ with respect to a generic attachment event. Proliferation occurs only for cells in the giant connected component with a proliferation time $T_P = 45$ days.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We live in a world of networks, where almost everything is connected to everything else. We experience this when we meet mutual acquaintances, when we look at road or public transportation infrastructures, or when we realize to what extent epidemics can spread throughout the globe. Indeed, networks are pervasive in nature. As part of individuals, we are the elements of a network of social interactions of various kinds and, as biological systems we are the synergic result of a network of biochemical reactions. Networks can be physical objects in Euclidean space, such as electric power grids, the Internet, highways or subway systems and neural networks. They can be also entities defined in an abstract space, such as networks of relationships or collaborations between individuals. Understanding the structure and dynamics of these networks will help solve complex and pressing problems such as designing the optimal connectivity of single or coupled infrastructures, regulating internal biochemical reactions to hinder the course of a tumor, or stopping a network failure or disease outbreak before it spreads catastrophically. On the other end, ethical and social problems arise from the study of networks. For example, the findings that are applied to the improvement of those infrastructures that provide essential services in modern societies, might themselves be employed to mount a more efficient attack against the same infrastructures.

The study of networks arose as a branch of discrete mathematics, namely graph theory, in 1736, when the Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler published the solution to the Königsberg bridge problem (1) by finding a path that traversed each of the bridges of the
city of Königsberg exactly once. Since then, graph theory has provided answers to a series of practical questions such as: what is the maximum flow per unit time from source to sink in a network of pipes (2), how to color the regions of a map using the minimum number of colors so that neighboring regions receive different colors (the so-called four color map theorem) (3), or how to fill n jobs by n people to obtain maximum productivity (4). The study of networks has also resulted in important advances in social network analysis with interest in the relationships among social entities, such as communication between elements of a group, trades among countries, or economic transactions between companies (5).

Over the last decade, researchers have developed a renewed interest in the study of complex networks, i.e., networks whose architecture is irregular, more complex than classical random graphs and dynamically evolving in time. This activity was fostered by two seminal articles, the first authored by Watts and Strogatz on small-world networks that appeared in Nature in 1998 (6), and the second authored by Barabási and Albert on scale-free networks that appeared in Science in 1999 (7). The increased computing power and the possibility to study the properties of many large databases of real networks has facilitated the study of complex systems. These include transportation networks, telephone networks, the Internet and the World Wide Web, the actors collaboration network in movie databases, scientific co-authorship and citation networks, and also systems of interest in biology and medicine, such as neural, genetic, metabolic and protein networks (8).

1.1 Motivation

The first issue faced in the study of complex networks is the analysis of their structure. New concepts and measures have been defined to characterize the topology of real networks. The main result has been the identification of a series of unifying principles and statistical properties common to most real networks. A relevant property concerns the degree of a node, i.e., the number of its direct connections to other nodes. In real networks, the degree distribution \( P(k) \) is defined as the probability that a node chosen uniformly at random has degree \( k \) or, equivalently, as the fraction of nodes in the graph having degree \( k \). \( P(k) \) deviates from the Poisson distribution expected for a random graph and exhibits a power law (scale-
free) tail with an exponent $\gamma$ between 2 and 3 (9). Real networks are characterized by correlations in the node degrees by having short paths between any two nodes (small-world property) and by the presence of a large number of short cycles.

The discovery of unifying principles in complex network architectures has led to the development of evolution models to mimic the growth of a network and to reproduce the structural properties observed in real topologies. It turns out that the structure of a real network is the result of the evolution of the forces that shape it and it affects the function of the system. This stage of the analysis is motivated by the expectation that understanding and modeling the structure of a complex network can lead a better understanding of its evolutionary mechanisms, and to a better knowledge of its dynamical and functional behavior.

Network architecture has fundamental consequences for network functional robustness and vulnerability to external perturbations, such as random failures or targeted attacks (10). Therefore, a structural analysis must be complemented by the study of the dynamical behavior of interconnected elements interacting via complex topologies. These analyses aim at understanding the role played by the network topology in determining the emergence of collective dynamical behavior, such as percolation or synchronization, or the main features of relevant processes, such as the spreading of failures, epidemics and information (11).

1.2 Objectives

Building on these recent developments in the field of complex network theory, this dissertation is devoted to the study of engineered infrastructures or biological systems that can be represented as networks of interacting elements. In particular, our methodology can be divided into three steps. First, the topology of the graph representing the complex system structure is analyzed through a lumped parameter that characterizes the connection efficiency of the network. Then, the dynamic behavior of the complex system is assessed through functional models abstracting the physical communication processes, mainly through the propagation of some entity, such as electricity, data, or vehicles. The propagation of perturbations, e.g. failures of some components that cascade to other components in the network, is analyzed in this step. Finally, the mutual interplay between the structure of the network connections and
the propagation of cascading failures is considered. Our aim is to address two fundamental questions related to the design and operation of complex systems: (I) to what extent do cascading failures propagate in the network due to the connectivity pattern linking its elements and (II) how the most efficient connectivity in a network that minimizes the propagations of cascading failures can be realized.

The issue of how the connectivity influences the propagations of cascading failures is addressed in both isolated networks and interdependent networks. The latter are coupled networks in which some of the elements are interconnected, and failures in one system can affect components in the dependent systems. In particular, we aim to relate the vulnerability towards cascading failures to global connectivity efficiency in isolated networks. This allows selecting the proper network configuration in order to control the extent to which failures weaken the system. In interdependent networks, we analyzed the interplay between the structures of the systems and the propagation of failures and found a criterion to determine the optimal interdependency connectivity that minimizes the vulnerability to cascading failures.

The final part of this dissertation deals with nonequilibrium systems, i.e. networks whose structures are evolving in time through the addition/removal of nodes/links. We consider a spatial network whose nodes are located in the two-dimensional Euclidean space. These are connected by a link depending on their mutual distances. We aim to determine a critical behavior at specific numbers and densities of nodes, namely, through the emergence of a giant component, i.e. a cluster that spans the entire network. This transition, called percolation transition (12), marks the appearance of emerging properties and phenomena in complex systems and characterizes variations in their dynamics (13). The model for evolving networks is applied to the metastatic colonization in tumor growth and it reproduces the emergence of a collective behavior in the metastatic cell aggregate. The new system behavior identifies the formation of overt macrometastases which can mount an effective attach to the host organ.

The dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, the approach undertaken in the study of networks is presented. The methods of network theory that have been employed are detailed, namely, the structural analysis of the network connectivity and the dynamical analysis of propagation phenomena in networks, e.g. the spread of failures in engineered infrastructures. The functional model to simulate the propagation of failures in the systems
is also introduced.

In Chapter 3, a deterministic representation of the cascade of failures in complex network is developed and applied to estimate the vulnerability towards cascading failures. Due to the lack of conservation equations for network systems, deterministic models are not applied in the description of their global behavior. The developed deterministic model is built on few simulation results but it is able to predict the outcome of a spreading process in arbitrarily connected networks. Thus, it is an useful tool to quickly assess the variation of the network dynamics with respect to changes of the connectivity.

Many networks, e.g. engineered infrastructures, do not exist in isolation and are strongly interdependent on one another. For example, the communication system is strongly dependent on the proper operation of the electrical power transmission system, and vice versa. The relations among interdependent networks must be identified to perform realistic and applicable analyses on these real-world systems. To this end, the effects that the structure of interdependent networks have on the propagation of cascading failures are assessed in Chapter 4. The influences and limitations that interacting networks impose on the individual system operating conditions and the optimal connectivity among interdependent networks are identified.

The emergence of critical phenomena in complex networks is studied in Chapter 5. The community structure of a network evolving under several constraints is analyzed. In particular, the emergence of the largest connected component and the evolution of its size are investigated. This is a basic structural transition in the network architecture. The transition is studied in an evolution model that describes the formation of metastases in tumor growth and assumes intercellular communication among metastatic cells. The percolation transition due to the emergence of a giant connected component is related to the cells ability to initiate a collective global behavior as a results of the local interactions among single cells. This model for intercellular sensing during metastasis reproduces the stepwise behavior characteristic of metastatic colonization. Moreover, it demonstrates that the transition from micro- to macrometastases is an intrinsic characteristic of metastatic growth and prompts the consideration of a curative intervention that hinders intercellular communication.
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Chapter 2

Approach

As stated by Strogatz (14), networks are inherently difficult to understand due to their structural complexity as the wiring of its components can be very intricate, evolution as the wiring changes dynamically over time with the addition and deletion of nodes, connection diversity as the links between components may have different weights, directions and signs, dynamical complexity as the nodes can be nonlinear dynamical systems, node diversity, as there can be many different kinds of nodes, and finally their meta-complication where various complications can influence each other. One example is the present layout of a power grid that depends on how it has grown over the years: a case where network evolution affects topology.

In this chapter, we address the structural characteristics of different network topologies. The general focus is on sparse, decentralized, connected networks that are neither completely ordered nor completely random. This is formalized under the following constraints (15):

1. The network is numerically large, i.e. made up of a number of interconnected components $N \gg 1$.

2. The network is sparse in the sense that each component is connected to an average of only $\langle k \rangle \ll N$ other components.

3. The network is decentralized in the sense that there is no dominant central component to which most others are directly connected. This means that not only the average
degree of connection $\langle k \rangle$ must be much less than the network size $N$ but also the maximal degree of connection, $k_{\text{max}} \ll N$.

4. The network is highly clustered.

5. The network is connected in the sense that any node can be reached by any other node through a finite number of links or edges.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, network analysis is divided into topological analysis, which is concerned with the structural properties of the connectivity pattern underlying a network, and dynamical analysis, which involves the assessment of how physical entities or perturbations propagate along the wiring connections of a network. Both analyses share the same mathematical representation of network systems as graphs $G(N, K)$ in which the physical constituents (components) of a network are mapped into $N$ nodes (or vertices), that are connected by $K$ edges (or arcs or links) representing the links of physical connections among them.

### 2.1 Structural analysis

The focus of topological analysis is on the structural properties of the graphs at both global and local scales, e.g. as represented, respectively, by their characteristic path length, $\mathcal{L}$, that is defined as the number of arcs in the shortest path between two nodes averaged over all pairs of nodes, and average clustering coefficient, $C$, which is a measure of the extent to which nodes tend to form small groups (6). Average global measures, such as $\mathcal{L}$, provide indications on the extent to which each node $i$ in the system is connected with any other node $j$, while average local measures, like $C$, assess to what extent the first neighbors of each node $i$ are connected among each other.

In the structural analysis, the $K$ edges are unweighted, i.e. they are regarded as being all equal irrespective of their physical characterizations. In practice, networks are often quite sparse, with $K \ll N(N - 1)/2$. The graph $G(N, K)$ representing a network system is defined by its $N \times N$ adjacency (connection) matrix $\{a_{ij}\}$ whose entry is
$a_{ij} = 1$ if there is an edge joining vertex $i$ to $j$
$= 0$ otherwise.

The graph connectivity (or degree) distribution, $P(k)$, can then be evaluated as the probability that a generic node in the network is connected to $k$ other nodes. As we shall see, random graphs and small-world networks display a Poisson distribution whereas most real complex networks are actually characterized by highly heterogeneous distributions of a truncated power-law type: $P(k) \sim k^{-\gamma} \phi(k|\zeta)$, where $\phi(k|\zeta)$ introduces a cut-off at some characteristic scale $\zeta$. Three main classes can be defined: a) when $\zeta$ is very small, $P(k) \sim \phi(k|\zeta)$ and thus the connectivity distribution is single-scaled, typically corresponding to exponential or Gaussian distributions; b) as $\zeta$ grows, a power law with a sharp cut-off is obtained; c) for large $\zeta$, scale-free networks are obtained. Cases b) and c) have been shown to be widespread in practice and their topological properties have immediate consequences for network robustness and fragility.

The identification of the network degree distribution, $P(k)$, is a first step in the assessment of the vulnerability characteristics of a network, providing information on its general response behavior to random failures or targeted attacks. It can also give insights on the network structure, e.g. a degree distribution that peaks at $k = 2$ reveals the mainly sequential structure of the network under study. Further characterization of the network structure is sought in terms of single-valued parameters that, on average indicate the global and local features of a network. Given the adjacency matrix $\{a_{ij}\}$ of a network graph $G(N, K)$, it is possible to compute the matrix of the shortest path lengths $\{d_{ij}\}$ whose entry $d_{ij}$ is the number of edges making up the shortest path linking $i$ and $j$ in the network. The computation can be performed in $N$ steps using the Floyd’s sequential shortest path iterative algorithm, which at each step constructs an intermediate matrix containing the current shortest distance between each pair of nodes until convergence (16). The fact that $G$ is assumed to be connected implies that the value of $d_{ij}$ is positive and finite when $i \neq j$. For studying the global properties of the network topology, the probability distribution $P(d_{ij})$ of the shortest path lengths $d_{ij}$ between any two nodes $i$ and $j$ in the network should be considered. The upper
value that \( \{d_{ij}\} \) can assume is called the diameter of the network and it is used as a measure of the size of the network. It can be thought of as the maximum distance which is necessary to cover in order to walk from a randomly chosen node to another randomly chosen node (17). The \( d_{ij} \) distribution is useful to obtain an idea of what the distance most likely to be covered in the majority of the cases when moving from one node to another. The shortest path length distribution, is often synthesized by a point value, the average or characteristic path length, \( \mathcal{L} \), which represents the average of the shortest distances \( d_{ij} \) between all pairs of nodes:

\[
\mathcal{L}(G) = \left( \sum_{i \neq j \in G} d_{ij} \right) / (N(N - 1)).
\]

(2.1)

It represents the average distance which has to be covered to reach the majority of nodes in the graph representing the network system. \( \mathcal{L} \) is a parameter related to the global structure of the network. The constraint enforcing network connectivity guarantees that \( \mathcal{L} \) is a truly global statistic. It gives the average minimum distance between any pair of nodes and as such measures the typical separation between two nodes in the graph (a global property). In a friendship network \( \mathcal{L} \) would measure the average number of friends in the shortest chain connecting two people (6).

The local connectivity of a network can also be synthesized through a single-valued parameter, the so called average clustering coefficient, \( C \). The clustering coefficient \( C_i \) is a local property of node \( i \) defined as follows (17): if node \( i \) has \( k_i \) neighbors, then at most \( k_i(k_i - 1)/2 \) edges can exist between them; \( C_i \) is the fraction of these edges that actually exist; then \( C \) is the average of the \( C_i \) values:

\[
C_i = \frac{\text{Number of edges connecting the neighborhood of } i}{\text{Max possible number of edges connecting the neighborhood of } i, \ k_i(k_i - 1)/2}
\]

\[
C(G) = \left( \sum_i C_i \right) / N.
\]

(2.2)

Equivalently, \( C \) can be regarded as the probability that a pair of vertices \( u \) and \( v \) are connected given that each one is also connected to a mutual friend \( w \). From the definition,
it is clear that $C$ is a measure of the local structure of the network. The largest value that $C$ can attain is 1 for a complete graph (all nodes connected with each other, $\langle k \rangle = N - 1$) and the smallest is 0, for an empty graph (no connections among the nodes, $\langle k \rangle = 0$) or a complete sequential graph, a ring, where $k_i = 2$, $i = 1, \ldots, N$. Large values of $C$ are welcome for the robustness of the connectivity. A node removal disconnecting two portions of the system would be overcome by simply passing onto adjacent working nodes through short-range neighboring nodes. $C$ gives the probability that two neighbors of a given node are also neighbors of one another and as such measures the cliquishness of a typical neighborhood (a local property). In a friendship network, $C_i$ reflects the probability that friends of $i$ are also friends of each other. In this view, $C$ can be thought of as a simple measure of order: graphs with $C \gg \langle k \rangle / N$ are locally ordered in the sense that nodes with at least one mutually adjacent node are likely to be themselves adjacent (6).

However, there are two limitations which somewhat hinder the practical application of the topological indicators $L$ and $C$ for characterizing real network systems (18):

1. They are ill-defined if:

   (a) The network is not fully connected, i.e. some nodes are not connected to the remaining part of the network ($L = \infty$);

   (b) Some nodes have only one neighbor, i.e. $k_i = 0$ ($C_i = 0/0$)

2. They retain only the topological information on the existence or absence of a link, with no reference to the physical length and capacity of the link. In other words, they are applicable only to unweighted networks.

### 2.2 Weighted networks

Indeed, along with a complex topological structure, many real networks display a marked physical heterogeneity in the capacity and intensity of the connections. Examples are different impedance and reliability characteristics of overhead lines in electrical transmission networks (19; 20), unequal traffic on roads which affects accident probability (21) or different routing capacities of the Internet links (22). To describe the inhomogeneities of real
physical systems, numerical weights can be assigned to each link of the representative network, measuring the ‘strength’ of the connection. In this way, the functional behavior of the network is somewhat embedded into a generalized, but still simple, topological analysis framework. Global and local measures can then be introduced for the statistical characterization of ‘weighted’ networks (18). The resulting generalized setup, in which global and local efficiencies measure the network global and local connectivity features accounting also for the arcs weights, encompasses the topological analysis of unweighted networks in the case that all edges have unit weight.

In addition to the adjacency matrix \( \{a_{ij}\} \), defined for the unweighted graph, an additional matrix \( \{l_{ij}\} \) of weights (e.g. physical distances (18), failure/accident probabilities (20; 21), ‘electrical’ distances (19)) can be introduced to describe the network. Of course, in the case of an unweighted network, \( l_{ij} = 1 \). On the basis of both \( \{a_{ij}\} \) and \( \{l_{ij}\} \), the matrix of the shortest path lengths \( \{d_{ij}\} \) is computed: the length \( d_{ij} \) of the shortest path linking \( i \) and \( j \) in the network is the smallest sum of the physical distances throughout all the possible paths from \( i \) to \( j \). Assuming that the network system is parallel, i.e. that every node concurrently sends information through its edges, a measure of efficiency in the communication between nodes \( i \) and \( j \) is defined as inversely proportional to the shortest distance (18). Thus, the network is characterized also by an efficiency matrix \( \{\epsilon_{ij}\} \), whose entry is the efficiency in the communication between nodes \( i \) and \( j \):

\[
\epsilon_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1/d_{ij} & \text{if there is at least one path connecting } i \text{ and } j \\
0 & \text{otherwise } (d_{ij} = \infty). 
\end{cases}
\]

The average efficiency of \( G(N, K) \) is then

\[
E_{\text{glob}}(G) = \left( \sum_{i \neq j \in G} \epsilon_{ij} \right) / (N(N - 1)) = \left( \sum_{i \neq j \in G} 1/d_{ij} \right) / (N(N - 1)). \tag{2.3}
\]

This quantity plays the role of \( L \) in defining the network connection characteristics on a global scale. The fundamental difference is that \( E_{\text{glob}} \) is the efficiency of a parallel network of nodes which concurrently exchange packets of information, whereas \( 1/L \) measures the
efficiency in a sequential system where only one packet of information at the time goes along
the network. Thus, $1/L$ represents well the efficiency of unweighted networks where no
difference is made on the distances in the graph.

For comparison of different network systems, it is useful to normalize $E_{\text{glob}}(G)$ by con-
sidering the ideal, fully-connected network $G_{\text{id}}(N)$ in which all $N$ nodes of the network are
connected and which contains $N(N - 1)/2$ edges. Such a system propagates the information
in the most efficient way since $\{d_{ij}\} = \{l_{ij}\}$. The corresponding (maximum) value of global
efficiency is:

$$E_{\text{glob}}(G_{\text{id}}) = \left( \sum_{i \neq j \in G_{\text{id}}} 1/l_{ij} \right) / (N (N - 1)). \tag{2.4}$$

By dividing Eq. 2.3 by 2.4, one obtains a normalized value of global efficiency for the
graph $G(N, K)$, which for simplicity of notation is still denoted as $E_{\text{glob}}(G)$ and is such that
$0 \leq E_{\text{glob}}(G) \leq 1$. One can also quantify the local properties of the graph $G(N, K)$ by
specializing the definition of the average efficiency 2.3 on the subgraph $G_i$ of the neighbors
of each node $i$ in the network:

$$E(G_i) = \left( \sum_{n \neq m \in G_i} \epsilon_{nm} \right) / (k_i (k_i - 1)). \tag{2.5}$$

Averaging the efficiency of the local neighborhoods of all nodes in the network one can
define a measure of the network local efficiency:

$$E_{\text{loc}}(G) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} E(G_i) \right) / N. \tag{2.6}$$

Since $i \notin G_i$, this parameter reveals how much the system is fault tolerant in that it measures
the efficiency of the communication between the first neighbors of $i$ when $i$ is removed. The
local efficiency $E_{\text{loc}}(G)$ plays a role similar to the clustering coefficient $C$ in measuring how
well connected is a network. It can be shown that when most of the local subgraphs $G_i$ of a
graph $G$ are not sparse, $C$ gives a good approximation of $E_{\text{loc}}(G)$ (18).

The average global and local topological efficiency measures $E_{\text{glob}}(G)$ and $E_{\text{loc}}(G)$ are the
output of the analysis of weighted networks. It is worth mentioning that when $\{a_{ij}\} = \{l_{ij}\},$
i.e. the adjacency matrix and the weight matrix coincide, the output of the weighted analysis and the output of the unweighted topological analysis coincides in that all edges have equal unit weights, i.e. \( l_{ij} = 1 \) for every \( i \) and \( j \), \( i \neq j \).

### 2.3 Families of networks

#### 2.3.1 Erdős-Rényi random networks

Consider a graph of \( N \) nodes. Each possible edge between two given nodes occurs with some probability \( p \). The average degree of connection of a given node in the graph is \( \langle k \rangle \sim Np \) and the connectivity distribution \( P(k) \) follows a Poisson distribution which peaks at \( \langle k \rangle \). As such, this so called Erdős-Rényi (ER) random graph (23) is fairly well characterized by the parameter \( \langle k \rangle \). This model displays a phase transition at a critical average degree \( k_c = 1 \). At this critical value, a giant component forms. For \( \langle k \rangle > k_c \), a large fraction of nodes are connected in the network whereas for \( \langle k \rangle < k_c \) the system is fragmented in small subgraphs.

The importance of this phenomenon is obvious in terms of the collective properties that arise at the critical point: communication among the whole system becomes available. Besides, the transition occurs suddenly, implying ‘innovation’, and takes place at a low cost in terms of the number of required links. Since the only requirement in order to reach full communication is to have a given (small) number of links per node, once the threshold is reached, order can emerge ‘for free’. ER random graphs are characterized by very short path lengths, \( \mathcal{L}_r = \log N / \log \langle k \rangle \) and small clustering coefficients, \( C_r = \log \langle k \rangle / \log N \).

#### 2.3.2 Small-world networks

The evidence that both natural and artificial systems display a high heterogeneity in their interconnected structures challenges the early approaches to system complexity based on purely random graphs and calls for new interpretations on how complexity might emerge from the interactions among system’s parts. Small-world networks are characterized by the coincidence of high local clustering of components \( (C \gg C_r) \) and short global separation among the clusters \( (\mathcal{L} \sim \mathcal{L}_c) \) (6). As a result, these networks bear two most remarkable properties: local robustness and global accessibility. The robustness comes from dense local
clusters (e.g. families, friendship circles, cities and countries in the social context). The global accessibility comes from shortcuts, i.e. edges which connect otherwise separated clusters: it is because of these shortcuts that the world of the complex network seems small.

The small characteristic length in a small-world network is due to the presence of few long-range edges in a highly clustered network. Such shortcuts connect nodes which would otherwise be widely separated, much farther than $L_r$. Thus, a single shortcut contracts the distance not only between the pair of nodes it connects but also between their immediate neighbors, the neighbors of the neighbors and so on, bearing a highly nonlinear impact on $L$. By contrast, the presence of a long-range edge instead of a local connection in a clustered neighborhood impacts the clustering coefficient $C$ only in the single neighborhood whose clustering is affected. This nonlinear versus linear global impact of shortcuts enables the coexistence of large values of $C$ with small values of $L$. Thus, it can be conjectured that the small-world phenomenon might be common in sparse, highly clustered ($C \gg \langle k \rangle / N$) connected networks with many nodes and a small fraction of long-range shortcuts. Actually, it is possible to contract distances with negligible effects on clustering, by long-range contrac-
tions in large graphs without resorting to shortcuts at all (15). An important implication of small-world graphs is that most nodes have no shortcuts at all in their local neighborhood. This absence of global information at the local scale poses significant problems for effective tracing of shortest path lengths in a network. If shortcuts exist, but they are outside the local neighborhood, it becomes difficult to utilize them consciously to construct an optimal path. Finally, small-world networks are characterized by a Poissonian connectivity distribution $P(k)$ which peaks at an average value $\langle k \rangle$ and then decays exponentially. Such an exponential network is homogeneous in nature, each node having roughly the same number of connections $\langle k \rangle$ (10). The definition of the small world behavior can also be rephrased in terms of the information flow. Small world networks are characterized by high values of both $E_{\text{glob}}$ and $E_{\text{loc}}$, i.e. high efficiency in both global and local communication.

The functional significance of small-world connectivity relates to the dynamics of a network system. This implies investigating the relationship between the network topology and the globally emergent features of its dynamic behavior. It turns out that the gross features of the dynamics are dominated by the characteristic path length of the underlying network.
structure. Hence, the highly clustered nature of small-world graphs can lead to the intuition that a given effect is far away when on the contrary it is effectively close and may spread rapidly (15).

### 2.3.3 Scale-free networks

The inhomogeneous connectivity distribution of many real networks is reproduced by the scale-free model (7). Building such a model can be pursued by incorporating two ingredients common to real networks: growth and preferential attachment. The model begins with $m_0$ nodes and at every time step $t$ a new node is connected to $m$ of the already existing nodes. The probability $\Pi_i$ that the new node is connected to node $i$ is proportional to the connectivity $k_i$ of node $i$, i.e. $\Pi_i = k_i / \sum_i k_i$ (the ‘rich get richer’ behavior). For large $t$, the connectivity distribution is a power law $P(k) = 2m^2 / k^3$.

To address the error tolerance of network systems, one can study the changes in the characteristic path length $L$ when a small fraction of the nodes is removed to simulate its malfunction (10). The removal of any node in general tends to increase the distance between the remaining nodes. Indeed, for the exponential networks like the small-world model, $L$ increases monotonically with the fraction of removed nodes. This means that it is increasingly difficult for the remaining nodes to communicate with each other in spite of the redundant wiring of the network. This is due to the inherent homogeneity of the network. Since all nodes have approximately the same number of connections, they all equally contribute to the network characteristic path length so that the removal of each node causes the same amount of damage. On the contrary, in scale-free networks, the characteristic path length remains unchanged under an increasing level of removals, and so does the communication between the remaining nodes. The robustness of scale-free networks is rooted in their extremely inhomogeneous connectivity distribution. Because the power law implies that the majority of nodes have only a few links, nodes with small connectivity will be selected with much higher probability with their removal having a minor impact on the overall network topology and thus on the communication among the remaining nodes.

An opposite behavior results with respect to the network fragility to preferential attacks directed to the most vulnerable points of the network, i.e. the most connected points. For
an exponential network, its homogeneity now turns out to be a favorable property such that there is no substantial difference in the characteristic path length whether the nodes are selected for removal at random or preferentially with large connectivity. On the contrary, in the inhomogeneous, scale-free networks the removal of the most connected nodes results in a rapid increase in the characteristic path length and a corresponding damage to the network connectivity which is, indeed, maintained by a few highly connected nodes whose removal drastically alters the network topology and decreases the ability of the remaining nodes to communicate with each other.

In summary, due to their inhomogeneous structure in which most nodes have very few connections and only a small number of nodes have many connections, scale-free networks display a surprisingly high degree of tolerance against random failures; a property not shared by their exponential, homogeneous counterparts. However, this comes at the expense of an increased vulnerability to preferential attacks directed at the most connected nodes.

2.4 Dynamical analysis

In real network systems, it is important to model the dynamics of the flow of physical quantities in the network. This entails considering the interplay between structural characteristics and dynamical aspects, which makes the modeling and analysis very complicated, since the load and capacity of each component, and the flow through the network are often highly variable quantities in both space and time. Functional models have been developed to capture the basic realistic features of networks within a topological analysis framework, i.e. disregarding the representation of the individual dynamics of the network elements. These models have shed light on the way complex networks react to faults and attacks, evaluating their consequences when the dynamics of flow of the physical quantities in the network is taken into account. The response behavior often results in a dramatic cascade phenomenon due to avalanches of node ruptures (24–26).

Various abstract models of cascading failures have been applied to simulate the propagation process in single networks, differing for the logic of redistribution of the failure load (24; 26; 27). The choice of the most suitable algorithm for modeling the spreading process
taking place in a given network must be performed carefully, considering the type of service provided by the it.

The propagation model developed for this analysis considers failure-free edges to focus on the failure propagation dynamics over the network nodes. In the abstract failure cascade modeling presented (26), the spreading variable of interest is typically normalized in the range\([0,1]\), for generality purposes. For application to specific network, the normalization is dropped and the physical nature of the service provided is considered to tailor the abstract model to the real system.

In the study of the failure cascade propagation mechanism triggered by random failures or targeted attacks, the network system is still modeled as a graph \(G(N,K)\), just as in the structural analysis. The \(N\) identical components are assigned random initial loads sampled uniformly between a minimum value \(L^{\text{min}}\) and a maximum value \(L^{\text{max}}\). The system is operated so that the initial component loadings vary from \(L^{\text{min}}\) to \(L^{\text{max}} = L^{\text{fail}} = 1\). Then, the average initial component loading \(L = (L^{\text{min}} + 1)/2\) can be increased by increasing \(L^{\text{min}}\) in the uniform distribution of the initial load.

All components have the same limit of operation \(L^{\text{fail}}\), beyond which they fail. When a component fails, the overload is propagated locally and a fixed and positive amount of load \(P\) is transferred to first-neighbors of the failed node in the network structure. If there is no working node in the neighborhood of a failed component, the cascade spreading in that direction is stopped.

To initiate the cascade, an initial disturbance imposes an additional load \(D\) on each component. If the sum of the initial load \(L_j\) of component \(j\) and the disturbance \(D\) is larger than a component load threshold \(L^{\text{fail}}\), component \(j\) fails. This failure occurrence leads to the redistribution of an additional load \(P\) on the neighboring nodes which may, in turn, get overloaded and thus fail in a cascade which follows the connection pattern of the network system. As the components become progressively more loaded, the cascade proceeds.

The algorithm for simulating the cascading failures proceeds in successive stages as follows:

0. At stage \(i = 0\), all \(N\) components are initially working under independent uniformly random initial loads \(L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_N \in [L^{\text{min}}, L^{\text{max}}]\), with \(L^{\text{max}} < L^{\text{fail}}\).
1. An initial disturbance $D$ is added to the load of each component.

2. Each component that has not failed, is tested for failure: for $j = 1, \ldots, N$, if component $j$ has not failed and its $L_j > L_{fail}$ then component $j$ is removed.

3. The components loads are incremented taking into account the network topology, i.e. the failed component neighborhood: for each failed node, the load of its first-neighbors is incremented by an amount $P$. If the neighborhood set of the failed node is empty, the associated failure propagation comes to an end.

4. The stage counter $i$ is incremented by 1 and the algorithm is returned to step 2.

The algorithm stops when failures are no further propagated and the damage caused by the cascade is quantified in terms of the number of network components which have failed, i.e. the cascade size $S$, when the propagation comes to an end. The cascade propagation algorithm is embedded in a Monte Carlo simulation framework, in which a large number of cascades is triggered for the same range of initial load, $[L_{min}, L_{max}]$, in order to obtain statistically significant results. The damage caused by the cascades for any initial load level, $[L_{min}, L_{max}]$, is quantified in terms of the number of network components which have failed on the average, i.e. the average cascade size, $\bar{S}$. The simulation is repeated for different ranges of initial load, $[L_{min}, L_{max}]$, with $L_{max} = 1$ and $L_{min}$ varying from 0 to 1, and a point $(L, \bar{S})$ is drawn in a load-size diagram, so that the average critical load, $L_{cr}$, at which the phase transition between the absence of cascades and the emergence of cascades with significant size ($\bar{S} \geq S_{cr}$, e.g. involving a relevant fraction of network components) in the system can be identified. A typical example of the output of the cascading failure simulation is given in Fig. 2.1 for a fully connected network with $N = 1000$ nodes, $K = N(N-1)/2 = 499500$ and $P = D = 0.0004$.

The transfer of a fixed amount of load $P$ to other (neighboring) components of the network upon failure of one of its components may be representative of those systems where each node equally contributes to the global system activity and following their progressive failures the same amount of damage is caused to the still working ones. For example, in biological systems the death of a neural cell leads to the release of a toxin and this, in turn, is responsible for the
Figure 2.1: The typical output of the cascade algorithm for propagation of cascading failures in networks. The average cascade size $S$, i.e., the number of failed nodes in a cascade event, with respect to the average initial component loading, $L$. Results for a fully connected network with $N = 1000$ nodes, $K = N(N - 1)/2 = 499500$ and $P = D = 0.0004$. 
death of many other cells (28). Thus, in some systems and under some operating conditions, it may be more realistic that the actual load previously carried by the now failed component is passed onto the other (neighboring) components in the network. To model such condition, step 3 of the cascade propagation algorithm is modified as follows (26):

3. The components loads are incremented taking into account the network topology, i.e. the failed component neighborhood: given the generic node $j$, failed under load $L_j > L_{\text{fail}}$, its load $L_j$ is spread uniformly among its neighbors, by incrementing their load with an amount equal to $L_j$ divided by the degree $k_j$ of the failed node. If the neighborhood set of the failed node is empty, the associated failure propagation comes to an end.

In other words, with this modification, the load of the failed component is uniformly shared among its neighbors. It still holds that in case of an empty neighborhood, the load is no longer propagated and the cascade is stopped in that direction.
Chapter 3

Deterministic representation of cascading failures

It is important to characterize cascade spreading for interconnected distributed systems, such as power transmission (29), communication (30), transportation (31), social (11), and metabolic (32) networks. In these networks, the physical connections or logical relationships are represented by links. For example, in a power transmission system, overhead lines represent physical connections between substations or generators while operational procedures are logical dependencies. The interaction and growth of such networks with different connectivities, network topologies, interaction rules, and adaptive responses are usually categorized by their cascade spreading behavior (33).

A failure cascade is initiated by a disturbance that imposes an additional load $D$ on each component. If the sum of the initial load $L_j$ of component $j$ and the disturbance $D$ is larger than the load threshold $L_{\text{fail}}$, that component fails. This local failure leads to the redistribution of an additional load $P$ on the neighboring nodes which may, in turn, also become overloaded and thus fail, thus forming a cascade which proceeds as additional components are progressively loaded and similarly fail along the connections of the network.

Cascade failures in networks can be analyzed using deterministic methods (34; 35), stochastic Monte Carlo simulations (36), or hybrid models that simulate scale-free behaviors (37). The load carried through a network can be correlated with the internal connectivity in terms
of the number of shortest paths passing through a specific node (24; 25; 38). In general, the
distribution of the number of failed nodes in a network has a power-law behavior at a critical
saturation loading (27; 39). Higher loadings lead to a greater probability of complete failure
depending upon the network topology (26). Moreover, numerical simulations of cascading
failures, e.g., to assess the robustness of large distributed systems, are oftentimes not feasible
due to the heavy computational burden that arises from the evaluation of all possible network
paths between a specific node and all other nodes in the network.

We present a model to predict cascade spreading as a function of the network topology
and the network loading conditions, the results of which can be used to redesign the network
links and nodes to assess the critical load and the rate of spreading. The model considers
an arbitrary interconnected system of $N$ identical components that each have random initial
loads $L_{\text{min}} < L < L_{\text{max}}$. All components have the same limit of operation $L_{\text{fail}}$ beyond
which they fail. In a typical cascade process, when a component fails, a fixed positive load
$P$ is transferred to each of the other system components (27). We assume that this overload
propagates locally to first-neighbors of the failed node in the network structure (26). In case
there is no working node in the neighborhood of a failed component, the cascade spread in
that direction ceases.

Our model differs from similar studies such as (24) since it does not rely on the assumption
that the load on a component is proportional to the number of shortest paths running through
it, which do not always reflect the actual routes of the flow in a network. On the contrary, it
shares a similarity with the fiber bundle model in complex networks which has been applied
to the blackout scenarios for cascading breakdown of power plants from overloading (40).
Similar to the fiber bundle model, if the load in a node exceeds its capacity, that node is
disconnected from the network and the stress/load is transferred locally to neighboring nodes
through the edges of the network. Moreover, while the vertices are damaged, the underlying
network is rigid. This means that the connections among the nodes act as load carriers but
are unaffected by its propagation.
3.1 Cascade numerical algorithm

Following the approach detailed in Section 2.4, the algorithm for numerically simulating cascade spreading proceeds in successive stages as follows:

1. At the initial stage $i = 1$, all $N$ nodes of the network are assumed to be functionally working under independent uniformly random initial loads $L_1, L_2, ..., L_N \in [L^{\min}, L^{\max}]$ with $L^{\max} < L^{\text{fail}}$;

2. At $i = 1$, an initial disturbance $D$ is added to the load on each node;

3. All working nodes are examined for failure: for $j = 1, ..., N$, if $L_j > L^{\text{fail}}$, then node $j$ is assumed to also have failed;

4. The component loads are incremented taking into account the neighborhoods of the failed nodes: for each failed node, the load of its first-neighbors is incremented by an amount $P$; if the neighborhood set of the failed node is empty, the associated failure propagation ceases;

5. The stage counter $i$ is incremented by 1 and the algorithm is returned to step 2.

The algorithm stops when failures are no longer able to propagate. The damage caused by the cascade is quantified in terms of the number of network components which have failed, i.e. the cascade size $S$, when the propagation comes to an end.

The cascade propagation algorithm is embedded in a Monte Carlo simulation framework, in which a large number of cascades, e.g. 10,000 in this study, is triggered for the same range of initial load, $[L^{\min}, L^{\max}]$, in order to obtain statistically significant results for various realizations of the same average loading condition. The damage caused by the cascades for any initial load level, $[L^{\min}, L^{\max}]$, is quantified in terms of the number of network components which have failed on the average, i.e. the average cascade size, $\bar{S}$. The simulation is repeated for different ranges of initial load, $[L^{\min}, L^{\max}]$, with $L^{\max} = 1$ and $L^{\min}$ varying from 0 to 1, and the pair $(L, \bar{S})$ is recorded.

The algorithm is applied to simulate various networks that have $N = 50$ nodes but different numbers of connections $K$. Twenty-four small-world networks with $n = 2$ to 49
initially connected first neighbors and thirteen Erdős-Rényi random networks with rewiring probabilities ranging from 0.07 to 1 are constructed using a previously described algorithm that spans the feasible connectivity range (41). The use of two different network models increases the fidelity of our deterministic representation of cascading failures. Thus, the representation is not limited to the dynamics of a specific class of network models.

To construct a network exhibiting small-world properties, we begin by accommodating its \( N \) nodes on a ring. Initially, each node is linked to its \( n \) first-neighbors, i.e. the first \( n \) nodes encountered starting from each node and moving both clockwise and counter-clockwise. As a result of this process, each node is connected to other \( 2n \) nodes, forming a very regular network. The last step is the randomization of the connectivity where connections are established bridging parts of the network which were previously far away. With a probability \( p \), the \( K = 2nN \) connections are rewired, i.e. one or both extremities of a connection may be switched to new randomly chosen nodes so that distant nodes that were originally not connected may now be linked. Multiple connections between the same pair of nodes and self-connections are not allowed. The probability \( p \) affects the degree of randomness of the network. If \( p \) assumes small values, the network presents a very regular structure with strong local connectivity, granted by the initial linking of each node to the first \( n \) neighbors. On the other hand, if \( p \) is large, the initially formed clusters are disrupted and the connectivity is completely random. The small-world properties appear for intermediate values of \( p \). In this case, the local highly-clustered structure is preserved during the randomization while at the same time this process establishes new connections among distant areas of the network, enhancing the global connectivity efficiency.

The Erdős-Rényi model describes completely random networks. To construct Erdős-Rényi networks, we start with \( N \) unconnected nodes and link each pair of nodes in the network with probability \( p \). Multiple connections between the same pair of nodes and self-connections are not allowed. Since the maximum number of connections in a network of \( N \) nodes is \( \binom{N}{2} = \frac{N(N-1)}{2} \), the average number of connections \( K \) in a Erdős-Rényi network will be \( K \approx p \binom{N}{2} \) and a fully-connected network is obtained when \( p = 1 \). Thus, the global connection efficiency can be varied through the probability \( p \), i.e. larger \( p \) values
will correspond to higher global connection efficiency.

The propagation of cascading failures was simulated in the thirty-seven networks whose structural characteristics are presented in Table 3.1, columns 1 and 2, with respect to the number of links $K$ and the global connectivity efficiency, $E_{glob}$. The significance of the parameters in columns 3 and 4 will be highlighted shortly in this section and in the next Section 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connections (K)</th>
<th>Efficiency ($E_{glob}$)</th>
<th>Exponential growth ($\alpha$)</th>
<th>Critical load ($L_{cr}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1225</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>29.2742</td>
<td>0.8057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0.9898</td>
<td>29.5146</td>
<td>0.8100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150</td>
<td>0.9694</td>
<td>30.9652</td>
<td>0.8144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.9490</td>
<td>31.6224</td>
<td>0.8202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.9490</td>
<td>32.4772</td>
<td>0.8211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1007</td>
<td>0.9110</td>
<td>33.3727</td>
<td>0.8339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.9082</td>
<td>33.8846</td>
<td>0.8336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>882</td>
<td>0.8600</td>
<td>36.7260</td>
<td>0.8486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>772</td>
<td>0.8151</td>
<td>39.9213</td>
<td>0.8625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>0.8061</td>
<td>41.7613</td>
<td>0.8658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635</td>
<td>0.7592</td>
<td>46.0659</td>
<td>0.8807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>0.7243</td>
<td>47.2662</td>
<td>0.8903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511</td>
<td>0.7086</td>
<td>48.4629</td>
<td>0.8960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Characteristics of the thirty-seven networks of $N = 50$ nodes employed to build the deterministic representation of cascading failures. From left to right, the structural indicators, i.e. the number of links $K$ and the global efficiency $E_{glob}$, and the parameters related to the propagation of cascading failures, i.e. the exponential growth $\alpha$ and the critical load $L_{cr}$ are displayed.
Table 3.1 – Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connections (K)</th>
<th>Efficiency (E_{glob})</th>
<th>Exponential growth ($\alpha$)</th>
<th>Critical load (L_{cr})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.6735</td>
<td>48.1508</td>
<td>0.8995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>0.6837</td>
<td>50.3283</td>
<td>0.9037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.6624</td>
<td>54.9294</td>
<td>0.9101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>389</td>
<td>0.6581</td>
<td>52.9331</td>
<td>0.9120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.6410</td>
<td>56.4050</td>
<td>0.9169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.6162</td>
<td>55.9119</td>
<td>0.924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.5143</td>
<td>58.4100</td>
<td>0.9257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>0.5951</td>
<td>57.0410</td>
<td>0.9292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.5868</td>
<td>60.6762</td>
<td>0.9310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.5546</td>
<td>60.8320</td>
<td>0.9315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.5368</td>
<td>60.3460</td>
<td>0.9322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.4619</td>
<td>59.1162</td>
<td>0.9323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235</td>
<td>0.5754</td>
<td>60.8140</td>
<td>0.9330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.5442</td>
<td>61.6369</td>
<td>0.9374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.5423</td>
<td>61.7461</td>
<td>0.9377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>0.5144</td>
<td>61.5122</td>
<td>0.9413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.4891</td>
<td>62.5366</td>
<td>0.9447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.3351</td>
<td>61.7302</td>
<td>0.9457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.4457</td>
<td>62.5255</td>
<td>0.9473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.4084</td>
<td>67.2024</td>
<td>0.9512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.2548</td>
<td>62.8720</td>
<td>0.9518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.3737</td>
<td>63.3629</td>
<td>0.9516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>0.3555</td>
<td>62.9908</td>
<td>0.9525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.2187</td>
<td>63.7783</td>
<td>0.9579</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We assume that each system operates in such a manner that the initial component loadings vary from $L^{\text{min}} = 0$ to $L^{\text{max}} = L^{\text{fail}} = 1$. Thereafter, the average component loading $L = (L^{\text{min}} + 1)/2$ is raised by increasing $L^{\text{min}}$. The average component loading, $L$, provides information on the initial working conditions of the network in which the cascade is triggered. Large $L$ values represent highly-loaded systems, where each component is operating on the average close to its limit capacity, $L^{\text{fail}} = 1$. We normalize the range of loading conditions from 0 to 1 so that the model for cascading failure is not limited to the propagation of failures in specific applications. The normalized loads describe the propagation of an ‘abstract’ cascade of failures. Then, for specific applications, the range of loading conditions is scaled to describe the dynamics of the actual physical quantities spreading for the network being analyzed. Since varying loading conditions are explored only through the variation of $L^{\text{min}}$ from 0 to 1, the average initial load, $L$, lies in the range from 0.5 to 1. $L = 0.5$ describes the lowest possible loading condition in the network in which the components can assume all the possible loads between 0 and 1 with an uniform probability. Conversely, $L = 1$ describes the highest possible loading conditions in which all of the components operate at their limit capacity and stop functioning in the next time step.

The values of the parameters which govern the outbreak and the propagation of the cascade, i.e. $D$ and $P$, respectively, must be determined in the context of the specific failure propagation to be represented. Larger $D$ values result in many more component failures at the initial stage of the cascade. Large $P$ values facilitate the spreading of the failure cascade to a large number of components, since a large overload, $P$, is transferred to the neighborhood of a component, upon its failure. Herein, the initial disturbance $D$ and the load transfer amount $P$ are set equal to 2% and to 7% of the failure load $L^{\text{fail}}$, respectively. This choice of the cascade parameters results in few initial failures at the outbreak of the cascade while allowing its propagation to a large number of components during the next steps. This occurs in particular when the system operates at high loading conditions. Thus, the effects that the initial loading conditions, $L$, have on the propagation of the cascading failure can be clearly identified.

Figure 3.1 presents the simulation results of the algorithm for cascading failure propagation. The mean number of failed components $\bar{S}$, which is the cascade size, is plotted as a
function of the average initial component loading $L$ for four networks that have decreasing connectivity levels. The results show how system loading can influence the risk of cascade spreading. At low loadings, there is a trailing tail for small values of $\bar{S}$ in the distribution of the number of failed components. The longer this tail, the lower the susceptibility of a network to large cascading failures. There is a sharp change in the gradients of these tails at a critical loading $L_{cr}$ that marks the transition between the non-cascading ($L < L_{cr}$) and cascading ($L > L_{cr}$) regions. This loading identifies the safe and critical failure-prone working conditions for a network, since the likelihood of large cascading failures increases significantly when $L > L_{cr}$. We have assumed that $L_{cr}$ is the initial loading which leads to a cascade involving 10% of system constituents, i.e. $S_{cr} = 5$ components for the $N = 50$ networks. The actual choice of the maximum fraction of network components whose failures can be tolerated, $S_{cr}$, depends on the physics of the specific network whose failure dynamics are analyzed. In this study, the fraction 10%, leading to $S_{cr} = 5$ components, is selected to clearly display the effects that different connectivity patterns have on the dynamics of cascading failures. Figure 3.1 also shows that the response of $\bar{S}$ to varying $L$ is similar for networks with the same number of nodes even though they may have different connectivities.

The critical load, $L_{cr}$, is a relevant feature of a network system since it identifies, together with the continuous change in gradient, a type-two transition (42) between the cascade-safe region ($L < L_{cr}$) and the onset of disrupting cascades ($L \geq L_{cr}$) in terms of the loading conditions, $L$. Along with the average cascade size, $\bar{S}$, it provides essential information on the system vulnerability towards cascading failures and it can help in identifying safety margins of system operation. $L_{cr}$ presents the same range of variability as $L \in [0.5, 1]$. $L_{cr} = 0.5$ implies that no cascade-safe region can be identified for the network. Hence, cascade of significant size, i.e. $S \geq S_{cr}$, will occur no matter how small the initial loading condition $L$ is going to be. On the other hand, $L_{cr} = 1$ implies that the cascade-safe region spans the whole range of possible loading condition in the network. In this case, the only possibility for cascades of significant size to propagate, i.e. $S \geq S_{cr}$, is to force all the components to operate to their limit capacity $L_{fail} = 1$.

When the average loading, $L$, of a network approaches the critical value, $L_{cr}$, failure cascade of significant sizes start propagating in the system. At this critical loading condition
Figure 3.1: Cascade size $\bar{S}$, i.e., the number of failed nodes in a cascade event, with respect to the average initial component loading, $L$. From left to right we consider networks with equal numbers of nodes $N = 50$, but with decreasing numbers of connections $K = 1225, 750, 500, 250$ and global connectivity efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}} = 1, 0.8061, 0.6735, 0.4619$. The critical load $L_{cr}$ for a network is identified at 10% of complete network failure line, i.e., at $S_{cr} = 5$. 
the probability distribution function of the cascade size, $S$, develops a power-law tail for large $S$ values \((27; 39)\). This points towards a finite probability for large cascades to be triggered at this loading conditions. The power-law tail is shown in Fig. 3.2 where the probability distribution function of the cascade size, $S$, at the critical load $L = L_{cr} = 0.9377$ is presented for the network in Tab. 3.1 with $K = 400$ and $E_{glob} = 0.5423$. Hence, it is important to stress that even at the critical point $L_{cr}$, which marks the upper bound of the cascade-safe region, cascades of very large size ($S = 41$, i.e. 82% of the system size $N = 50$) appear, even if their frequency is extremely low \((1.4 \cdot 10^{-5})\).

As we have seen from Fig. 3.2, cascades of significant size, i.e. $\bar{S} > S_{cr}$, propagate in the system even at $L = L_{cr}$. This is not surprising since the average critical load, $L_{cr}$, is estimated as the average of 10,000 simulations. Indeed, the model itself is devised to evaluate average indicators from the stochastic loading conditions that are simulated. Thus, the capabilities of the critical load, $L_{cr}$, as a reliable indicator of the vulnerability of the network towards the spreading of cascading failures should be assessed. Figure 3.3 shows the probability that a cascade having size smaller that the critical cascade size, i.e. $\text{Prob}(S < S_{cr})$, is generated for the all the possible average initial loads, $L \in [0.5, 1]$. The probability follows the same trend as the average cascade size, $\bar{S}$ with a long trailing tail for small average initial loads, $L$, followed by a transition to low probabilities of cascades smaller than the critical size, $\text{Prob}(S < S_{cr})$, for large average initial loads. The plot has been generated for the network with $K = 400$ and $E_{glob} = 0.5423$ in Tab. 3.1. Interestingly, at the critical load, $L = L_{cr} = 0.9377$, 63% of the generated cascading failures are smaller than the critical size, $S_{cr}$. Therefore, although the use of the average cascade size, $\bar{S}$, is well established in the literature to describe the increasing magnitude of cascading failures as the system loading conditions increase, its use as a vulnerability indicator may be questionable. The use of the probability of not exceeding the critical cascade size, $\text{Prob}(S < S_{cr})$, seems to be more suitable instead.

As it can be seen from Fig. 3.1, the average cascade size, $\bar{S}$, has small values until it reaches the proximity of the critical load, $L_{cr}$, beyond which the transition to cascade region occurs as an exponential growth. We also see from Fig. 3.2 that a cascade of significant size propagate in the network even below the critical load, $L_{cr}$. Thus, the use of the critical load as a vulnerability indicator needs to be gauged against the sensitivity of detecting small
Figure 3.2: The probability distribution function of the cascade size, $S$, at the critical load $L = L_{cr} = 0.9377$ for the network with $K = 400$ and $E_{glob} = 0.5423$ (see Tab. 3.1). For large $S$, the probability distribution shows a power-law tail, $p(S) \sim S^{-9.00}$, which attests the propagation of failure cascade having significant size in the network. This plot was obtained using 10,000 failure cascades simulated within a Monte Carlo framework for the average initial load, $L = L_{cr} = 0.9377$. 
Figure 3.3: Probability that the cascade size, $S$, is smaller than the critical cascade size, $S_{cr}$, i.e. $Prob(S < S_{cr})$, for all the possible average initial loads, $L \in [0.5, 1]$. The red marker highlights how for the critical load, $L = L_{cr} = 0.9377$, the 63% of the generated cascading failures are smaller than the critical size, $S_{cr}$. For each average initial load, $L$, 10,000 failure cascades were simulated in the network with $K = 400$ and $E_{glob} = 0.5423$ (see Tab. 3.1).
changes in its value. Then, appropriate countermeasures of reducing the working load for limiting the failure propagation can be taken as the operation conditions are approaching the critical load $L_{cr}$.

### 3.2 Deterministic predictive model

As seen in Section 2.2, the global connection efficiency is introduced as a measure of the reachability of the constituent parts of a network (18). As we have noticed from Fig. 3.1, the network responses to cascading failure propagations, in terms of the critical load, $L_{cr}$, and of the exponential transition towards the cascade region, scale with the numbers of connections and, thus, with the global connection efficiency. Hence, the global connection efficiency can be used to predict the effect of the network connectivity on the cascade spreading. To quantify this quantity, the network of $N$ nodes connected by $K$ links or arcs is first represented as a graph $G(N, K)$ that is defined by an $N \times N$ adjacency (connection) matrix $\{a_{ij}\}$ whose entries are 1 if there is an unbroken link between nodes $i$ and $j$, or 0 otherwise (for sake of illustration, the results presented herein are for networks with $N = 50$).

The matrix of the shortest path lengths between nodes $i$ and $j$, $\{d_{ij}\}$, is then evaluated using the Floyd algorithm (16), which performs the minimization with respect to all the possible paths, $\gamma_{ij}$, from every node $i$ to any other node $j$. The matrix $\{d_{ij}\}$ contains the values

$$
d_{ij} = \min_{\gamma_{ij}} \left( 1/ \sum_{mn \in \gamma_{ij}} a_{mn} \right),
$$

where the minimization is performed with respect to all paths $\gamma_{ij}$ linking these nodes and the sum extends to all the edges formed by each of these paths. Thus, $1 \leq d_{ij} \leq \infty$, where the lower value denotes the existence of a direct link connecting $i$ and $j$ and the upper value applies when no paths connect the two nodes. The distance $d_{ij}$ counts the numbers of links in the shortest path from node $i$ to node $j$. Thus, it is called ‘topological’ distance since additional link features, such as their lengths or their reliabilities, are not considered.

The global efficiency $E_{\text{glob}}(G)$ is defined as being inversely proportional to the distance of the shortest path linking nodes $i$ and $j$, i.e. (18),
\[ E_{\text{glob}}(G) = \left( \sum_{i \neq j \in G} 1/d_{ij} \right) / (N(N-1)). \quad (3.2) \]

This topological lumped parameter characterizes the global connectivity of the network. Since the shortest path length between nodes \( i \) and \( j \), \( d_{ij} = 1 \) when there is one direct link in the graph which connects nodes \( i \) and \( j \), \( E_{\text{glob}}(G) \) is equal to one in case of a perfectly connected network, in which a direct connection between any pair of nodes exists. It is not possible to establish an one-to-one correspondence between the global connectivity efficiency, \( E_{\text{glob}} \), and the number of links, \( K \), in a network. Different \( E_{\text{glob}} \) may characterize networks having the same number of links \( K \) due to the variability in the possible connectivity patterns. Furthermore, the evaluation of the number of the possible connectivity patterns which can be realized in a network given the number of nodes, \( N \), and links, \( K \), is a combinatorial problem. In a network of \( N \) nodes, \( K_{\text{max}} = \binom{N}{2} = N(N-1)/2 \) links can be accommodated at most. These are all the combinations of \( N \) nodes taken 2 at a time, i.e. the maximum number of pairs which can be obtained from \( N \) nodes. When the network contains \( K < K_{\text{max}} \) links, only \( K \) pairs are selected among the possible \( N(N-1)/2 \). Hence, the number of connectivity patterns arising from the ways to accommodate \( K \) links on \( N(N-1)/2 \) available sites is

\[ \binom{N}{2}/K = \binom{N(N-1)/2}{K}. \quad (3.3) \]

Figure 3.4 presents the global connectivity efficiency values, \( E_{\text{glob}} \), obtained placing \( K \) connections among the \( N = 50 \) network nodes. Each black dot is a realization of a connectivity pattern involving \( K \) connections and one hundred patterns are generated for each \( K \). The red curve represents the average global connectivity efficiency, \( E_{\text{glob}} \), for the considered numbers of connections, \( K \). The maximum number of links that can be accommodated in the network of \( N = 50 \) nodes is \( K_{\text{max}} = 1225 \). When \( K = 0 \) and \( K = K_{\text{max}} \), only one connectivity pattern can be realized, as predicted by Eq. 3.3 which reads \( \binom{N(N-1)/2}{0} = 1 \) and \( \binom{N(N-1)/2}{N(N-1)/2} = 1 \), respectively. It is interesting to notice that the variability found in Fig. 3.4 with respect to \( E_{\text{glob}} \) is not reflected in Eq. 3.3 with respect to the possible connectivity patterns. In particular, while on one hand Eq. 3.3 is symmetric about the \( K = K_{\text{max}}/2 \) axis, thus predicting the same variability in the connectivity patterns, e.g. for \( K = 50 \) and
$K = 1175$, on the other hand in Fig. 3.4 we see that this variability affects the connectivity efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}}$, only for poorly connected networks. In networks with few links, different areas of the system may be connected or not depending on the connectivity patterns of the network, resulting in higher or lower connectivity efficiency values, respectively. Conversely, networks with many links are less affected by the connectivity pattern since good network connectivity is already provided by the large number of connections. As a result of this, from Fig. 3.4 we can see that $E_{\text{glob}} \in [0.1444, 0.2413]$ for $K = 50$, while only the value $E_{\text{glob}} = 0.9800$ was obtained during the one hundred realization for $K = 1175$.

The nonlinear relation between the global connectivity efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}}$, and the network links, $K$, presented in Fig. 3.4 allows drawing some structural consideration about improving $E_{\text{glob}}$. In particular, we can see that 60% of the maximum global connectivity efficiency is attained with $K = 272$ links, not even 23% of the links required to build a fully connected network. This is due to the fast growth of $E_{\text{glob}}$ occurring in poorly connected networks as more links, $K$, are employed. The fast initial growth is followed by a slower linear growth past $K = 272$ links. The residual 40% of the global connectivity efficiency is attained with the addition of the remaining 77% of the maximum possible network links. Therefore, we can conclude that it is easier to increase the global connectivity efficiency in a network with fewer connections, i.e. $K < 272$ for the case $N = 50$, than in a well-connected network. By the same token, an improvement plan aiming at increasing the connectivity $K$ of the network is much more effective in systems having fewer connections.

The deterministic model is devised to predict the network responses to cascading failure propagations, in terms of the critical load, $L_{\text{cr}}$, and of the exponential transition towards the cascade region with $\alpha$ growth rate, using the structural information provided by the global connectivity efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}}$. The increase in the average number of failed components in a cascade $\bar{S}$ for $L > L_{\text{cr}}$ is represented through the deterministic relation

$$
\frac{d \bar{S}}{d L} = \alpha (E_{\text{glob}}) \cdot \bar{S}.
$$

(3.4)

The coefficient $\alpha$ represents an exponential growth in cascade size, $\bar{S}$, and is assumed to be related to the global efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}}$. This coefficient is a measure of how fast the disruption following a cascading failure increases as the average initial load $L$ increases past
Figure 3.4: The global connectivity efficiency values, $E_{glob}$, obtained placing $K$ connections among the $N = 50$ network nodes. Each black dot is a realization of a connectivity pattern involving $K$ connections and one hundred patterns are generated for each $K$. The red curve represents the average global connectivity efficiency, $E_{glob}$, for the considered numbers of connections, $K$. The maximum number of links that can be accommodated in the network of $N = 50$ nodes is $K_{max} = 1225$. 
the critical load, $L_{cr}$, and is a function of the system connectivity identified by $E_{glob}$. The larger the $\alpha$ growth rate, the sharper the transition from cascade-safe to cascade-prone region will be.

Following the results of Fig. 3.1, we assume that the critical load, $L_{cr}$, is also a function of $E_{glob}$. $L_{cr}$ corresponds to a state at which 10% of the system components have failed, $\bar{S}(L = L_{cr}) = \bar{S}_{cr} = 5$. Our objective is to find the relations between $E_{glob}$ and the model parameters $\alpha$ and $L_{cr}$, i.e. $\alpha = f(E_{glob})$ and $L_{cr} = f(E_{glob})$.

From Eq. 3.4, it is clear that the model does not consider the saturation of the cascade size, $S$, towards its maximum value, i.e. the network size, $N$. Indeed, this behavior is much less critical than the exponential growth in the cascade size occurring after the critical load, $L_{cr}$. While the former occurs when the majority of the network component is already failed and it is due to an obvious physical limitation in the cascade size for $S = N$, the latter involves the transition from the cascade-safe region to loading conditions where cascading failures of significant sizes propagate.

### 3.3 Results and discussion

Numerical simulations of cascading failures are performed for the thirty-seven networks presented in Tab. 3.1 based on the algorithm described in Section 3.1. These result in various $\bar{S}$ vs. $L$ cascading behaviors, four of which are shown in Fig. 3.1. For these thirty-seven simulations of cascading failure propagations, the critical load, $L_{cr}$, is evaluated from diagrams similar to those presented in Fig. 3.1, at the intersection with the line $\bar{S} = S_{cr}$, i.e. $\bar{S}(L = L_{cr}) = S_{cr}$. The values of the critical load, $L_{cr}$, for the simulated propagations are presented in Tab. 3.1 column 4.

Following the model assumption of exponential growth in the cascade size at the critical load, $L_{cr}$, stated in Eq. 3.4, the value of $\alpha$ is determined through least square regression analysis of the propagation of cascading failures in the thirty-seven networks. The procedure applied to evaluate the growth rate $\alpha$ is detailed in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. Starting from the critical load, $L_{cr}$, increasing numbers of points $(L, \bar{S})$ in the diagram $\bar{S} = f(L)$ are employed to fit exponential functions. Figure 3.5 shows the Pearson correlation coefficient, $r^2$, for
the performed regressions versus the maximum average initial load, $L$, included in the least square fit, for the network with $K = 882$ and $E_{\text{glob}} = 0.8600$ in Tab. 3.1. As the maximum average initial load increases, a larger number of regression values are included in the analysis. In all the considered propagations, the correlation coefficient $r^2$ initially decreases and then shows a maximum for a regression sample having maximum average initial load, $L$. After the maximum, the correlation coefficient decreases since the exponential function cannot fit the saturation of the cascade size, $S$, towards its limit value, i.e. the system size $N$. The growth rate, $\alpha$, which corresponds to the exponential function having the best correlation coefficient is chosen as the best representative of the growth of the average cascade size, $\bar{S}$, beyond the critical load, $L_{cr}$. Figure 3.6 shows the growth rate $\alpha$ of the fitted exponential versus the maximum average initial load, $L$, included in the least square fit, for the network with $K = 882$ and $E_{\text{glob}} = 0.8600$ in Tab. 3.1. In particular, from Fig. 3.5 we can see that the least square regression correlation coefficient $r^2$ has a maximum for the exponential fit obtained from the sample with maximum average initial load, $L = 0.895$. Therefore, we choose the corresponding $\alpha = 36.7260$ in Fig. 3.6 to model the exponential growth of the cascade size, $S$. The values of $\alpha$ for the simulated propagations are reported in Tab. 3.1 column 3.

The estimated values of $\alpha$ and $L_{cr}$ accurately reproduce the simulation results, particularly at the transition $L_{cr}$ that is a critical feature of the plot. Figure 3.7 shows the simulation results for the propagation of cascading failures in one network in Tab. 3.1 with $K = 400$ and $E_{\text{glob}} = 0.5423$ and the corresponding exponential function fitted using the least square regression starting from the critical load, $L_{cr} = 0.9377$. The estimated growth rate is $\alpha = 61.7461$. These values of the critical load, $L_{cr}$, and growth rate $\alpha$, together with those from the other thirty-six networks, are used to establish the two relations $\alpha = f(E_{\text{glob}})$ and $L_{cr} = f(E_{\text{glob}})$ that are the backbones of the deterministic predictive model in Eq. 3.4.

Before network failure occurs, at least some nodes of the network are initially reachable from some others. This connection property is represented by the global efficiency (and in turn by $f(\alpha)$ and $f(L_{cr})$). The relations between $E_{\text{glob}}$ and the model parameters are obtained through a least square regression analysis of the simulations, as shown in Fig. 3.8 and Eq. 3.5 and in Fig. 3.9 and Eq. 3.6, respectively, i.e.,
Figure 3.5: The Pearson correlation coefficient, $r^2$, for the least square regressions employing exponential functions, versus the maximum average initial load, $L$, included in the least square fit, for the network in Tab. 3.1 with $K = 882$ and $E_{glob} = 0.8600$. The corresponding regression sample sizes ranges from 3 for $L = 0.86$ to 31 for $L = 1$. $r^2$ has a maximum for $L = 0.895$. 
Figure 3.6: The growth rate $\alpha$ of the fitted exponential versus the maximum average initial load, $L$, included in the least square fit, for the network in Tab. 3.1 with $K = 882$ and $E_{glob} = 0.8600$. The corresponding regression sample sizes ranges from 3 for $L = 0.86$ to 31 for $L = 1$. Since $r^2$ has a maximum for $L = 0.895$, the value $\alpha = 36.7260$ is selected as the best fit for the exponential growth of the cascade size, $S$. 
Figure 3.7: Simulation results for the propagation of cascading failures in one network in Tab. 3.1 with $K = 400$ and $E_{glob} = 0.5423$ (squares). The dash dotted curve shows the exponential function fitted using the least square regression starting from the critical load, $L_{cr} = 0.9377$. The estimated growth rate is $\alpha = 61.7461$. 
\[
\begin{align*}
L_{cr} &= -0.3046 \cdot E_{\text{glob}} + 1.1106 \quad 0.56 < E_{\text{glob}} < 1 \\
L_{cr} &= -0.0722 \cdot E_{\text{glob}} + 0.9742 \quad E_{\text{glob}} < 0.56
\end{align*}
\]

(3.5)

and

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha &= -74.12 \cdot E_{\text{glob}} + 101.9 \quad 0.56 < E_{\text{glob}} < 1 \\
\alpha &= -9.47 \cdot E_{\text{glob}} + 66.18 \quad E_{\text{glob}} < 0.56
\end{align*}
\]

(3.6)

Two bilinear relations are identified for \( \alpha = \alpha(E_{\text{glob}}) \) and \( L_{cr} = L_{cr}(E_{\text{glob}}) \). Systems at larger \( E_{\text{glob}} \) values are more sensitive to small variations in this parameter. Conversely, the values of \( \alpha \) and \( L_{cr} \) are somewhat invariant for smaller \( E_{\text{glob}} \) systems indicating that the failure cascade no longer depends on the system configuration. This is due to the fact that \( \alpha \) and \( L_{cr} \) cannot grow indefinitely but must be physically bounded. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show that, on one hand, cascading failure occurs at larger \( L_{cr} \) as \( E_{\text{glob}} \) decreases, or as the system becomes less connected. On the other hand, as \( E_{\text{glob}} \) decreases, the transition from the cascade-safe region to the cascade-prone region becomes sharper, due to the increase of the growth rate \( \alpha \). In this respect, Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 allow identifying a convenient network connectivity, \( E_{\text{glob}} \), that is the best compromise between the width of the cascade-safe region, \( L_{cr} \), and the transition speed towards the region where significant cascades appear, \( \alpha \). From the standpoint of the network operations, smaller \( E_{\text{glob}} \) appears to be safer, not only because it ensures lower critical loads, \( L_{cr} \), but also because the cascading failure propagation is less affected by \( E_{\text{glob}} \) changes stemming from structural changes in the network.

As seen in Fig. 3.4, a network with fewer connections is able to incorporate a larger number of different link-node configurations. Therefore, a higher level of variability is introduced in the response to cascade spreading as \( E_{\text{glob}} \) decreases. Therefore, the statistical variability in the \( \alpha = \alpha(E_{\text{glob}}) \) and \( L_{cr} = L_{cr}(E_{\text{glob}}) \) relations presented in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 increases for small \( E_{\text{glob}} \). In Section 3.2, we realized that the variability introduced by the different link-node configurations affects only networks with small global connectivity efficiency, \( E_{\text{glob}} \). To account for this behavior, the coefficient of variability is defined as \( C_v = 1 - K/K_{\text{max}} \), where \( K_{\text{max}} \) denotes the maximum possible number of network connections or links. As shown in Fig. 3.10, for a completely connected system when the global efficiency \( E_{\text{glob}} = 1 \), \( C_v = 0 \).
Figure 3.8: $L_{cr}$ as function of $E_{glob}$ for different network configurations $K$, but with $N = 50$. The bilinear relation was estimated through least square regression of the data for the thirty-seven networks in Tab. 3.1.

As $E_{glob}$ and $K$ decrease, the combinations connecting any two network nodes increase.

An intrinsic shortcoming of this deterministic representation of cascading failures stems from the multiple different link-node configurations which result in identical global connectivity efficiency, $E_{glob}$ (see Fig. 3.4). The lack of an one-to-one correspondence between link-node configurations and $E_{glob}$ spawns the lack of an one-to-one correspondence between $E_{glob}$ and the model parameters $L_{cr}$ and $\alpha$, which turns out to be the reason for lack of accuracy in the cascading failure predictions.

Once the network connectivity is specified for a real system, the global efficiency is evaluated using Eq. 3.2 and thereafter used to determine $\alpha$ and $L_{cr}$ from Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6. Thus, a model that is calibrated on a small set of thirty-seven network configurations for which $N_1 = N_2 = ... = N_n = N$, but $K_1 \neq K_2 \neq ... \neq K_n$, can be employed to predict the cascade spreading in any distributed system with $N$ nodes (that are arbitrarily connected in any manner), through $E_{glob}$. Figure 3.11 compares the predictions of Eq. 3.4 for two networks...
Figure 3.9: \( \alpha \) as function of \( E_{\text{glob}} \) for different network configurations \( K \), but with \( N = 50 \). The bilinear relation was estimated through least square regression of the data for the thirty-seven networks in Tab. 3.1.
Figure 3.10: The variability in the possible connectivity patterns represented through the coefficient of variability $C_v = 1 - K/K_{\text{max}}$. If fewer links are allowed in a network, the combinations in which they can be placed increase, leading to poorer connectivity but failure at larger $L_{cr}$. 
Figure 3.11: Two sets of cascade size predictions, using the deterministic relation of Eq. 3.4 (dashed line) for two different network connectivities ($E_{glob} = 0.85$, $K = 850$ and $E_{glob} = 0.50$, $K = 200$). The corresponding parameter values are $\alpha = 38.9$, $L_{cr} = 0.852$ and $\alpha = 61.5$, $L_{cr} = 0.938$. The results of the numerical simulations of cascading failure propagation (squares) are also provided to show the goodness of the two sets of cascade size predictions.

with (1) $E_{glob} = 0.85$, $K = 850$ and (2) $E_{glob} = 0.50$, $K = 200$. To test the accuracy of these estimates the results of more detailed numerical simulations are also provided. The predictions are in good agreement with the simulated cascading failures and it is clear that the reduced-order lumped parameter model provides reasonably accurate results. Its use can be advantageous in overcoming the potentially heavy computational burden of performing repeated numerical simulations for very large systems that have an identical number of nodes but different connectivity patterns. This is the case when networks are affected by contingencies that disrupt their connectivity. A prompt reevaluation of the effects of cascading failure propagations will be performed for the weakened network using this deterministic model.

In summary, if the overall network connectivity represented through the lumped param-
eter $E_{\text{glob}}$ decreases for a system, it becomes less vulnerable to cascade spreading. While such a system can continue to work at higher loads before a cascade occurs, since $L_{cr}$ has a relatively higher value, it is less resilient for $L > L_{cr}$ when it exhibits the sudden onset of cascading failure due to its large $\alpha$ value. Conversely, if $E_{\text{glob}}$ increases, $L_{cr}$ has a smaller value and the system becomes more vulnerable to cascade spreading due to its numerous links. Nevertheless, such a network is more resilient in resisting saturation when $L \rightarrow L_{cr}$ due to the relatively smaller value of $\alpha$. The effects of the $E_{\text{glob}}$ increase are represented by the leftward shift of $L_{cr}$ for the corresponding networks in Fig. 3.11.

Several network system design considerations can be thus induced, e.g., a system that routinely approaches $L_{cr}$ during its operation should have a larger $E_{\text{glob}}$ value allowing a smoother transition to the cascade region and a reasonable reaction time to counteract the onset of significant cascading failures. On the other hand, if there is a need for $L_{cr}$ to lie far beyond the operating range of the network, it could be made less vulnerable with fewer connections. Moreover, networks with structural constraints, e.g. the same number of links, $K$, can have different $E_{\text{glob}}$ due to different link-node configurations (see Fig. 3.4). This degree of freedom in the wiring of the network can be used to elicit different responses towards cascading failure to comply with the design operating conditions.

The bilinear $\alpha = \alpha(E_{\text{glob}})$ and $L_{cr} = L_{cr}(E_{\text{glob}})$ relations presented in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 and the nonlinear relation between the global connectivity efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}}$, and the network links, $K$, presented in Fig. 3.4 have opposite effects when one considers how changes in the number of connections, $K$, affect the propagations of cascading failures. In particular, regions where the cascading failure parameters, $L_{cr}$ and $\alpha$, are less sensitive to $E_{\text{glob}}$ variations correspond to regions where $E_{\text{glob}}$ is more sensitive to variations of the number of links $K$, i.e. for small $E_{\text{glob}}$ and $K$, and vice versa. The combinations of these behaviors make the cascading failure parameters, $L_{cr}$ and $\alpha$, less sensitive with respect to variations in the number of links, $K$. 

Chapter 4

Interdependent networks

In Chapter 3 we have discussed that understanding, modeling and assessing the normal functioning, as well as the possible faulty conditions of interconnected distributed systems, is essential to safely design these complex systems and to effectively provide their services. Distributed infrastructures have been modeled as graphs to unravel their structure and dynamics and to evaluate to what extent their structure has an impact on the dynamics (14).

However, it is evident that infrastructures do not exist in isolation from one another, and that the linking among service network infrastructures is necessary for their optimal and economical operation (43). As an example, the railway transportation system and the telecommunication networks both require power input from the electrical grid to perform their operations. On the other hand, efficient communication is required for the safe operation of the trains in the railway network and for the delivery of the proper amount of electrical power to the users of the power grid. In addition, interconnections among networks that provide identical services may be an expedient way to enhance their performances. Independently operating electrical power distribution systems or telecommunications networks that are located in neighboring regions can be interconnected so that a lack of power generation or communication capabilities in a region is compensated by an excess of generation or capabilities in other regions. Moreover, in this manner no additional power plants or routing stations are required.

The focus of the research on distributed infrastructures must then be shifted from single,
isolated systems to multiple, interconnected and mutually dependent systems. Such systems are called interdependent systems and the underlying network structures that describe them are called interdependent networks (43). Yet, these interdependencies introduce weaknesses in the systems due to the fact that failures may cascade from one system to other interdependent systems, possibly affecting their overall functioning if a proper design of interdependencies is not considered (44). Thus, it is important to assess the influences and limitations that interacting infrastructures impose on operating conditions of individual systems to avoid fault propagation by designing redundancies and alternative modes of operations, and detecting and recognizing threats (45). In particular, two complementary questions must be addressed in the design and operation of interdependent systems: (i) to what extent do cascading failures propagate along the interconnection among interdependent networks and (ii) how the most efficient interconnection among interdependent networks that minimizes the propagations of cascading failures is realized.

This chapter provides answers to these questions through a combination of structural analysis and simulation of cascading failures in interdependent networks. The interdependency connection efficiency, $E_i$, is introduced to evaluate the communication capabilities among the interdependency networks, i.e. how the structure of the interconnections affects the reachability of each individual component of the interdependent networks. The dynamics of the cascading failures is assessed through an extension of a numerical propagation model that was previously developed by the author (46). In this model, networks with arbitrary, random and diverse connectivity distributions can be generated, and the interdependencies among them can be varied to assess the extent of the propagations of cascading failures for different structural configurations.

Interdependencies among telecommunication systems, transportation systems and power distribution grids played a negative role in the small telecommunication blackout which took place in the suburbs of Rome, Italy in January 2004 (47). A flooding due to a break of a metallic pipe carrying cooling water of an air-conditioning plant in a major telecommunication service node led to a communication blackout. This, in turn, affected the communication/transmission operations in the area, hit the country’s biggest printed news agency transmissions, stopped the check-in, ticketing, luggage acceptance and switching services at
Fiumicino International Airport, disturbed post offices and banking operations and caused problems to the communication network connecting the main Italian research institutions. Furthermore, the telecommunication blackout impacted the operation of the power distribution grid causing the disconnection of two control centers and resulting in the loss of control of a number of remote substations in the Rome area.

The role of dependencies among infrastructures (so called interdependencies) and the intrinsic difficulties arising in their modeling have been pointed out in previous studies (39; 48–75). A recent study appeared in Nature (76) highlighted the occurrence of a catastrophic cascade of failures in interdependent networks, taking as example the electrical blackout which affected Italy on 28 September 2003. During that event, the shutdown of power stations directly led to the failure of nodes in the Internet communication network, which in turn caused further breakdown of power stations.

Due to the intrinsic complexities related to interdependencies among infrastructures, their modeling is far from trivial for which abstractions can be helpful for a preliminary investigation or for deeper understanding of the dynamics of these networks. The proposed model of cascading failures herein for interdependent network systems aims at developing a simulation framework which abstracts the physical details of the services provided by the infrastructures while at the same time capturing their essential operating features. Such type of simulation models are appealing because of their simplicity and feasibility of use, which allows for the identification of factors that most contribute to the safe and efficient design and operation of interdependent infrastructures, and for assessing to what extent the presence of interdependencies affects the performance of the individual infrastructures. In particular, this scheme of analysis can be used for a first evaluation of the connectivity and interconnectivity patterns and of the operational margins of interdependent systems. This ensures that the services provided by infrastructures with cascade-safe conditions can prevent the propagation of failures over large areas.

Many models and computer simulation techniques exist for analyzing the behavior of individual infrastructures (43) (e.g., load flow and stability codes for electric power networks, connectivity and hydraulic analyses for pipeline systems, traffic management models for transportation networks), but modeling and simulation frameworks that allow the cou-
pling of multiple interdependent infrastructures are needed to address infrastructure protection, mitigation, response, and recovery issues. In developing these, it is important to know that simply linking existing infrastructure models together into a reduced model may fail to capture the emergent behavior arising in interdependent infrastructures (77).

4.1 A model for interdependent networks

Infrastructure interdependency stems from the functional and logical relations among individual components in different distributed systems.

The modeling carried out in this work considers two interdependent network systems, each created by a number \( N_i, i = 1, 2 \), of components (also called nodes or vertices) that are connected by \( K_i, i = 1, 2 \), links representing the physical and/or logical relations among them. If the two networks have the same number of links, i.e. \( K_1 = K_2 \), they are called symmetric networks. These are asymmetric networks if \( K_1 \neq K_2 \). The interdependencies are modeled as links connecting nodes of the two systems. These links are conceptually similar to those of the individual systems and are bidirectional with respect to the ‘flow’ between the two interdependent networks. The number of interdependency links among interdependent components in the two systems, \( M \), and the fixed amount of load transferred over the interdependency links upon a component failure, \( I \), are essential features characterizing the ‘coupling level’ between the two interdependent systems.

In Fig. 4.1, a particular realization of the systems considered in this study is shown. Two asymmetrical interdependent networks with \( N_1 = N_2 = 24 \) nodes, connected by \( K_1 = 40 \) and \( K_2 = 60 \) links (blue lines in Fig. 4.1), respectively, are presented. \( M = 34 \) interdependency links are drawn between the \( N_1 + N_2 \) nodes as explained above (red lines in Fig. 4.1). All of the analyzed networks are constructed based on the abstract topological structure of the IEEE Reliability Test System - 96 (78), having \( N = 24 \) nodes and \( K = 34 \) links. Then, the numbers of links, \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \), and the number of interdependency links, \( M \), are varied to assess the corresponding effects on the connection efficiency and on the propagation of cascading failures in the interdependent networks. The numbers of nodes in the two networks are kept constant, i.e. \( N_1 = N_2 = 24 \). In our analysis, cascade onset and propagation over the bare topological
Figure 4.1: A particular realization of two asymmetric interdependent networks considered in this study. Each system has $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ nodes (black circles). System 1 on the left has $K_1 = 40$ links (blue lines) and system 2 on the right has $K_2 = 60$ links (blue lines). The two interdependent networks are interconnected by $M = 34$ interdependency links (red lines). The numbers of nodes $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ are constant throughout the study.

structure of the test systems is considered. No reference is made to the specific properties that characterize these infrastructures.

In the following analysis, our interest is on systems with varying ‘interdependency level’. For a specific value of ‘interdependency level’, each node in system 1 could be interdependent with any other node in system 2, but the number of available interdependency links, $M$, between the two systems is fixed. Higher ‘interdependency energies’ correspond to larger numbers of interdependency links, $M$. To account for the dynamics of changing connections between the two networks under developing failure cascade processes, Monte Carlo simulations are performed in which the number of interdependency links, $M$, and the load transferred over the interdependency links, $I$, are kept constant but the interdependency
connections, $M$, among components are randomly rewired at each Monte Carlo trial. This approach allows us to evaluate the average system response to cascading failures at a given $M$, since it accounts for multiple interconnectivity patterns among the $N_1$ nodes in system 1 and the $N_2$ nodes in system 2. Therefore, this analysis provides an immediate indication of the average effects that the addition or the removal of an interdependency link have on the interdependency connection efficiency, $E_i$, and on the propagation of cascading failures in the interdependent networks.

Such average results are not only useful in that the description of the interdependency pattern is condensed into only one value, namely $M$, but they are also unavoidable due to the combinatorial complexity of the problem. As an example, consider the two interdependent networks in Fig. 4.1 with $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ nodes connected by $M = 34$ interdependency links. The maximum number of interdependency links, $M_{\text{max}}$, among among the $N_1$ nodes in system 1 and the $N_2$ nodes in system 2 is $M_{\text{max}} = N_1 \cdot N_2 = 24^2 = 576$. Thus, the number of the possible interconnectivity patterns that can be realized using the available $M = 34$ interdependency links is given by the number of combinations of the $M_{\text{max}} = 576$ links taken $M = 34$ at a time, i.e., $\binom{576}{34} \sim 9.0 \cdot 10^{54}$, whose magnitude excludes the possibility of their individual treatments. Communication systems, in which each node in system 1 can interact with any other node in system 2 but where there is a maximum amount of connecting energy between the two systems, could be an example of such energy-limited systems.

4.2 Evaluation of the global and interdependency connection efficiencies

4.2.1 The global connection efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}}$

The determination of the global connection efficiency within the two individual networks is carried out as described in Section 2.2. The global connection efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}}$, is defined as a measure of the reachability of the constituent parts of a network (18). To evaluate this quantity, the network of $N$ nodes connected by $K$ links is first represented as a graph
that is defined by an \( N \times N \) adjacency (connection) matrix \( \{a_{ij}\} \) whose entries are 1 if there is an unbroken link between nodes \( i \) and \( j \), or 0 otherwise.

The matrix of the shortest path lengths between nodes \( i \) and \( j \), \( \{d_{ij}\} \), is then evaluated using the Floyd algorithm (16), which performs the minimization with respect to all the possible paths, \( \gamma_{ij} \), from every node \( i \) to any other node \( j \). The matrix \( \{d_{ij}\} \) contains the values

\[
d_{ij} = \min_{\gamma_{ij}} \left( \frac{1}{\sum_{mn \in \gamma_{ij}} a_{mn}} \right),
\]

where the minimization is performed with respect to all paths \( \gamma_{ij} \) linking these nodes and the sum extends to all the edges formed by each of these paths. Thus, \( 1 \leq d_{ij} \leq \infty \), where the lower value denotes the existence of a direct link connecting \( i \) and \( j \) and the upper value applies when no paths connect the two nodes. The distance \( d_{ij} \) counts the numbers of links in the shortest path from node \( i \) to node \( j \). Thus, it is called ‘topological’ distance since additional link features, such as their lengths or their reliabilities, are not considered.

The global efficiency \( E_{glob}(G) \) is defined as being inversely proportional to the distance of the shortest path linking nodes \( i \) and \( j \), i.e. (18),

\[
E_{glob}(G) = \left( \sum_{i \neq j \in G} 1/d_{ij} \right) / (N (N - 1)).
\]

This topological lumped parameter characterizes the global connectivity of the network. Since the shortest path length between nodes \( i \) and \( j \), \( d_{ij} = 1 \) when there is one direct link in the graph which connects nodes \( i \) and \( j \), \( E_{glob}(G) \) is equal to one in case of a perfectly connected network, in which a direct connection between any pair of nodes exists.

For the two interdependent networks of \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) nodes that are connected, respectively, by \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) links, there are two graphs \( G_1 (N_1, K_1) \) and \( G_2 (N_2, K_2) \), that are defined by two \( N_1 \times N_1 \) and \( N_2 \times N_2 \) adjacency (connection) matrices \( \{a_{ij}^1\} \) and \( \{a_{ij}^2\} \) whose entries are 1 if there is an unbroken link between nodes \( i \) and \( j \), or 0 otherwise. The use of Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 leads to the evaluation of the two global connection efficiencies, \( E_{glob}^1 \) and \( E_{glob}^2 \), characterizing system 1 and system 2, respectively.
As described in Section 3.2, it is not possible to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the global connectivity efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}}$, and the number of links, $K$, in a network. Different $E_{\text{glob}}$ values may characterize networks having the same number of links $K$ due to the variability in the possible connectivity patterns. Figure 4.2 presents the global connectivity efficiency values, $E_{\text{glob}}$, obtained placing $K$ connections among the $N = 24$ network nodes. Each black dot is a realization of a connectivity pattern involving $K$ connections and one thousand patterns are generated for each $K$. The red curve represents the average global connectivity efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}}$, for the considered numbers of connections, $K$. This relation is employed to establish an average one-to-one correspondence, $E_{\text{glob}} = f(K)$, between the global connectivity efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}}$, and the number of links, $K$. As a consequence of this one-to-one correspondence, all the possible connectivity patterns involving $K$ links are represented by a network with $K$ links forming an ‘average’ connectivity pattern. Moreover, symmetric networks, i.e. $K_1 = K_2$, have identical average global connectivity efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}}$. The maximum number of links that can be accommodated in the network of $N = 24$ nodes is $K_{\text{max}} = N(N - 1)/2 = 276$. When $K = 0$ and $K = K_{\text{max}}$, only one connectivity pattern can be realized since $\left( \begin{array}{c} N(N - 1)/2 \\ 0 \end{array} \right) = 1$ and $\left( \begin{array}{c} N(N - 1)/2 \\ N(N - 1)/2 \end{array} \right) = 1$, respectively.

### 4.2.2 The interdependency connection efficiency, $E_i$

In the analysis of interdependent networks, a measure of the reachability of the constituent parts of the two networks must be identified. In particular, three different sets of links contribute to the connectivity between nodes in system 1 and nodes in system 2, namely, the interdependency links, $M$, between system 1 and system 2, but also the $K_1$ links in system 1 and the $K_2$ links in system 2. For example, a node in system 1 may not have a direct interdependency connection to any nodes in system 2 but, nonetheless, one of its neighboring nodes in system 1 may be connected to some interdependent nodes in system 2, thus establishing a path connecting nodes in different networks. Therefore, the $K_1$ and $K_2$ system links must be also accounted for in the evaluation of the interdependency connection efficiency, $E_i$.

To develop a definition of the interdependency connection efficiency, $E_i$, the two interdependent networks of $N_1$ and $N_2$ nodes that are respectively connected by $K_1$ and
Figure 4.2: The global connectivity efficiency values, $E_{\text{glob}}$, obtained placing $K$ connections among the $N = 24$ network nodes. Each black dot is a realization of a connectivity pattern involving $K$ connections and one thousand patterns are generated for each $K$. The red curve represents the average global connectivity efficiency, $E_{\text{glob}}$, for the considered numbers of connections, $K$ and describes the one-to-one correspondence, $E_{\text{glob}} = f(K)$. The maximum number of links that can be accommodated in the network of $N = 24$ nodes is $K_{\text{max}} = 276$. 
$K_2$ system links and by $M$ interdependency links are first represented as a unique graph $G(N_1+N_2,K_1+K_2,M)$ that is defined by a $(N_1+N_2) \times (N_1+N_2)$ interdependency matrix $\{m_{ij}\}$. The two $N_1 \times N_1$ and $N_2 \times N_2$ individual adjacency matrices for system 1 and 2, $\{a^1_{ij}\}$ and $\{a^2_{ij}\}$, describing the two isolated graphs, $G_1(N_1,K_1)$ and $G_2(N_2,K_2)$, are employed in the construction of the interdependency matrix $\{m_{ij}\}$ along with the interdependency connectivity pattern created by the $M$ interdependencies.

The interdependency matrix $\{m_{ij}\}$ can be thought of as the combination of four matrices, namely,

1. The $N_1 \times N_1$ north-west submatrix $\{m_{ij}\}$, with $i = 1, \ldots, N_1$ and $j = 1, \ldots, N_1$, which is identical to the matrix $\{a^1_{ij}\}$;

2. The $N_1 \times N_2$ north-east submatrix $\{m_{ij}\}$, with $i = 1, \ldots, N_1$ and $j = N_1+1, \ldots, N_1+N_2$, whose entries are 1 if there is an interdependency link between node $i$ in system 1 and node $j - N_1$ in system 2, or 0 otherwise;

3. The $N_2 \times N_1$ south-west submatrix $\{m_{ij}\}$, with $i = N_1+1, \ldots, N_1+N_2$ and $j = 1, \ldots, N_1$, whose entries are 1 if there is an interdependency link between node $i-N_1$ in system 2 and node $j$ in system 1, or 0 otherwise;

4. The $N_2 \times N_2$ south-east submatrix $\{m_{ij}\}$, with $i = N_1+1, \ldots, N_1+N_2$ and $j = N_1+1, \ldots, N_1+N_2$, which is identical to the matrix $\{a^2_{ij}\}$.

In this study, these four submatrices are square matrices, since $N_1 = N_2$, and the interdependency matrix $\{m_{ij}\}$ is a symmetric matrix, since all the system links, $K_1$ and $K_2$, and the interdependency links, $M$, are bidirectional. The interdependency matrix $\{m_{ij}\}$ has the following form,
\[
\{m_{ij}\} = \begin{cases} 
\{a_{ij}^1\}, & i = 1, \ldots, N_1, \ j = 1, \ldots, N_1 \\
1 & \text{if there is an interdependency link between node } i \text{ in system 1 and node } j - N_1 \text{ in system 2,} \\
o & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

(4.3)

Analogous to individual networks, the matrix of the shortest path lengths, \(\{d_{ij}\}\), between nodes \(i\) and \(j\) in the interdependency matrix, \(\{m_{ij}\}\), is then evaluated using the Floyd algorithm (16), which performs the minimization with respect to all the possible paths, \(\gamma_{ij}\), from every node \(i\) to any other node \(j\). At the present stage the two interdependent network are treated as a combined overall network. The matrix \(\{d_{ij}\}\) contains the values

\[
d_{ij} = \min_{\gamma_{ij}} \left( \frac{1}{\sum_{mn \in \gamma_{ij}} a_{mn}} \right),
\]

(4.4)

where the minimization is performed with respect to all paths \(\gamma_{ij}\) linking the \(N_1 + N_2\) nodes in the overall combined system and the sum extends to all the edges formed by each of these paths. Thus, \(1 \leq d_{ij} \leq \infty\), where the lower value denotes the existence of a direct link connecting \(i\) and \(j\) and the upper value applies when no paths connect the two nodes. The distance \(d_{ij}\) counts the numbers of links in the shortest path from node \(i\) to node \(j\). Thus, it is called the ‘topological’ distance since additional link features, such as their lengths or their reliabilities, are not considered.

The interdependency efficiency matrix, \(\{\epsilon_{ij}\}\), is inversely proportional to the distance of the shortest path linking nodes \(i\) and \(j\), i.e. \(\epsilon_{ij} = 1/d_{ij}\). \(0 \leq \epsilon_{ij} \leq 1\), where the lower value applies when no paths connect the two nodes and the upper value denotes the existence of a direct link connecting \(i\) and \(j\). \(\epsilon_{ij}\) is defined as the interdependency efficiency of the shortest path from node \(i\) to node \(j\), since the interdependency links, \(M\), are accounted for in its computation, as well as the \(K_1 + K_2\) system links.
The interdependency efficiency $E_i$ is defined in a way similar to Eq. 4.2 for single networks as the average of the interdependency efficiencies, $\{\epsilon_{ij}\}$, of the shortest paths from node $i$ to node $j$,

$$E_i = \frac{\sum_{i \neq j} \epsilon_{ij}}{2N_1N_2 + [\frac{1}{2}(N_1(N_1 - 1) - 2K_1) + 2K_1] + [\frac{1}{2}(N_2(N_2 - 1) - 2K_2) + 2K_2]}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

This topological lumped parameter characterizes the interdependency connectivity of the network. In order to compare the interdependency efficiencies, $E_i$, in various interdependent networks, their values are normalized between 0 and 1, through the normalization constant in the denominator of Eq. 4.5. It amounts to the maximum value assumed by $\sum_{i \neq j} \epsilon_{ij}$ when $M = M_{\text{max}} = N_1 \cdot N_2$ interdependencies connect the two interdependent networks that have $K_1$ and $K_2$ links, respectively.

Each term in the denominator of Eq. 4.5 is the maximum values assumed by the sum of the elements of one of the four submatrices that form the interdependency efficiency matrix, $\{\epsilon_{ij}\}$. In particular, since every $N_1$ nodes in system 1 is directly connected to every $N_2$ node in system 2, $\{\epsilon_{ij}\} = 1$ for the $N_1 \times N_2$ north-east and for the $N_2 \times N_1$ south-west submatrices so that the term $N_1 \cdot N_2$ contributes twice to the normalization constant. A similar reasoning applies to the evaluation of the remaining two submatrices. When $M = M_{\text{max}}$, the $N_1$ nodes in system 1 are at most two links away through the interdependency connections with the $N_2$ nodes in system 2, the only exception being the $K_1$ links that establish direct connections among them. Since we are dealing with bidirectional links, a connection directed from node $i$ to node $j$ is considered also to be directed from node $j$ to node $i$, and the contribution of the $K_1$ links appear twice in the $N_1 \times N_1$ north-west symmetric submatrix. Thus, the interdependency efficiency, $\epsilon_{ij} = \frac{1}{2}$ for the $(N_1(N_1 - 1) - 2K_1)$ shortest paths involving interdependent links, and $\epsilon_{ij} = 1$ for the $2K_1$ direct connections. The total number of directed shortest paths among $N_1$ nodes is $N_1(N_1 - 1)$, since self-connections from a node to itself are not allowed.

The maximum value of the sum of the elements in the south-east interdependency efficiency submatrix is evaluated analogously. When $M = M_{\text{max}}$, the $N_2$ nodes in system 2 are at most two links away through the interdependency connections with the $N_1$ nodes in system 1.
1, the only exception being the $K_2$ links that establish direct connections among them. Since we are dealing with bidirectional links, a connection directed from node $i$ to node $j$ is also considered to be directed from node $j$ to node $i$, and the contribution of the $K_2$ links appear twice in the $N_2 \times N_2$ south-east symmetric submatrix. Thus, the interdependency efficiency, $\epsilon_{ij} = \frac{1}{2}$ for the $(N_2(N_2 - 1) - 2K_2)$ shortest paths involving interdependent links, and $\epsilon_{ij} = 1$ for the $2K_2$ direct connections. The total number of directed shortest paths among $N_2$ nodes is $N_2(N_2 - 1)$, since self-connections from a node to itself are not allowed.

It follows that $E_i = 1$ when the maximum number of interdependent links $M = M_{max} = N_1 \cdot N_2$ is present between the $N_1$ nodes of network 1 and the $N_2$ nodes of network 2, i.e. when every node in network 1 is interdependent on every node in network 2, and vice versa. On the contrary, Eq. 4.5 does not hold when $M = 0$, since the two networks are not interdependent. When there are no interdependencies between the two networks, i.e. $M = 0$, $E_i = 0$.

Figure 4.3 presents the interdependency efficiency values, $E_i$, obtained placing $M$ interdependencies among two identical interdependent networks with $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ and $K_1 = K_2 = 34$, based on the abstract topological structure of the IEEE Reliability Test System - 96 (78). Each black dot is a realization of an interdependency pattern involving $M$ interdependencies and of two connectivity patterns involving $K_1 = K_2$ links relative to network 1 and network 2, respectively. One thousand patterns are generated for each $M$. The red curve represents the average interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, for the considered numbers of interdependencies, $M$, and system links, $K_1 = K_2$. This relation is employed to establish an average one-to-one correspondence $E_i = f(M|K_1, K_2)$ between the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, and the interdependency links, $M$, for specific numbers of system links, $K_1$ and $K_2$. As a consequence of this one-to-one correspondence, all the possible interdependency patterns involving $M$ links are represented by $M$ links forming an ‘average’ interdependency pattern. Moreover, the same number of interdependency links, $M$, generate identical average interdependency connectivity efficiencies, $E_i$. The maximum number of interdependency links that can be accommodated between the two networks of $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ nodes is $M_{max} = N_1 \cdot N_2 = 576$. When $M = 0$ and $M = K_{max}$, only one interdependency pattern can be realized, since $\binom{N_1 \cdot N_2}{0} = 1$ and $\binom{N_1 \cdot N_2}{N_1 \cdot N_2} = 1$, respectively.

The nonlinear relation between the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, and the number of in-
terdependency links, $M$, presented in Fig. 4.3 allows us to draw some structural considerations about improving $E_i$. In particular, we can see that 80% of the maximum interdependency efficiency is attained with $M = 231$ interdependencies, which are 40% of the interdependencies required to build a fully interdependent network with $M = M_{\text{max}}$. This is due to the fast growth of $E_i$ occurring at low $M$ values. The fast initial growth is followed by a slower linear growth past $M = 231$ links. The residual 20% of the interdependency efficiency is attained with the addition of the remaining 60% of the maximum possible interdependencies. Therefore, we conclude that it is easier to increase the interdependency efficiency when fewer interdependencies are present, i.e. $M < 231$ for the case $N_1 = N_2 = 24$. By the same token, an improvement aiming at increasing the interdependencies $M$ between two networks is much more effective in terms of $E_i$ for systems with fewer interdependencies.

As seen through Eq. 4.3, the system links $K_1$ and $K_2$ contribute to the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$. In particular, large $K_1$ and $K_2$ values not only enhance the connection efficiencies, $E^1_{\text{glob}}$ and $E^2_{\text{glob}}$, within the two networks, but also may lead to the formations of shorter paths among the $N_1$ in system 1 and the $N_2$ nodes in system 2 with an increase of the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$. This behavior is clarified in Fig. 4.4 where the average interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, is graphed with respect to the numbers of interdependencies $M$ between two interdependent networks with $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ and $K_1 = K_2$, for increasing $K_1 = K_2 \in [34, 60, 90, 150, 270]$ values. As it can be seen, each $M$ value is not univocally associated with a $E_i$ value, but instead with increasing $E_i$ values as $K_1 = K_2$ increase.

The adopted definition of the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, allows a comparison not only of two interdependent networks with different $M$, but also two interdependent networks with different systems links $K_1$ and $K_2$. As an example, for two interdependent networks with $N_1 = N_2 = 24$, $K_1 = K_2 = 34$ and $M = 18$, $E_i = 0.4812$, while for two interdependent networks with $N_1 = N_2 = 24$, $K_1 = K_2 = 90$ and $M = 18$, $E_i = 0.6355$. Comparing curves at different $K_1 = K_2$ in Fig. 4.4, it appears that the system links $K_1$ and $K_2$ do not contribute to the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, for large values of the interdependencies, $M$. 

Figure 4.3: The interdependency efficiency values, $E_i$, obtained placing $M$ interdependencies among two identical interdependent networks $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ and $K_1 = K_2 = 34$, based on the abstract topological structure of the IEEE Reliability Test System - 96 (78). Each black dot is a realization of an interdependency pattern involving $M$ interdependencies and of two connectivity patterns involving $K_1 = K_2$ nodes, relative to network 1 and network 2, respectively. One thousand patterns are generated for each $M$. The red curve represents the average interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, for the considered numbers of interdependencies, $M$ and describes the one-to-one correspondence, $E_i = f(M|K_1,K_2)$. The maximum number of interdependency links that can be accommodated between the two networks of $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ nodes is $M_{max} = N_1 \cdot N_2 = 576$. 
Figure 4.4: The average interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, vs. the numbers of interdependencies, $M$, between two interdependent networks with $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ and $K_1 = K_2$, for increasing $K_1 = K_2 \in [34, 60, 90, 150, 270]$ values. These curves represent averages of different system realizations with an interdependency pattern involving $M$ interdependencies and two connectivity patterns involving $K_1 = K_2$ nodes, relative to network 1 and network 2, respectively. One thousand patterns are generated for each pairs of $M$ and $K_1 = K_2$. 
4.2.3 Two interdependent networks vs. one overall network

As stated above, infrastructure interdependency stems from the functional and logical relations among individual components in different distributed systems. Thus, in an analysis framework which accounts for the different physics of the service provided by the distributed infrastructures, the identification of the interacting interdependent networks and the distinction between interdependency links, $M$, and system links, $K_1$ and $K_2$, are clear-cut.

Conversely, the difference between two interacting infrastructures and one overall infrastructure may become fuzzy if interdependent infrastructures providing identical services, e.g. interacting regional power grids or telecommunication networks, are considered or if an analysis framework which abstracts the physics of the services provided by the interacting infrastructures is embraced. If this is the case, we must devise a methodology to discern when we should treat the systems as two interacting infrastructures or as one overall network, i.e. using the technique for single networks presented in Chapter 3.

To this end, the global connection efficiencies, $E_{glob}^1$ and $E_{glob}^2$, and the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, defined in Section 4.2.2, are employed to identify when the interdependent networks are so strongly coupled by the interdependency connections, $M$, that any reference to two separate networks loses its meaning.

As seen through Eq. 4.3, the system links $K_1$ and $K_2$ contribute both to the global connection efficiencies, $E_{glob}^1$ and $E_{glob}^2$, and to the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$. Thus, the quantity $E_i - (E_{glob}^1 + E_{glob}^2)/2$ measures the average net contribution of the interdependency links, $M$, to the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$. For symmetric networks, i.e. $K_1 = K_2$, $E_{glob}^1 = E_{glob}^2 = E_{glob}$ due to the one-to-one correspondence, $E_{glob} = f(K)$, defined in Section 4.2.1, and the above relation reduces to $E_i - E_{glob}$. The ‘strength’ of the interdependencies and the ‘strength’ of the system connectivities are compared through the efficiency ratio, $\rho$, defined as,

$$\rho = (E_i - E_{glob})/E_{glob}. \quad (4.6)$$

We argue that when $\rho > 1$, the interdependencies are stronger than the individual system connectivities and the two networks must be treated as an unique overall network. Conversely,
when $\rho < 1$, the two networks can be actually treated within the formalism of interdependent networks. Using the one-to-one correspondences, $E_{\text{glob}} = f(K)$ and $E_i = f(M|K_1, K_2)$, found in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, respectively, we can identify how the inequality $\rho < 1$ translates into the inequality between the number of system links, $K_1 = K_2$, and the interdependencies, $M$. Figure 4.5 shows the efficiency ratio, $\rho$, with respect to the number of systems links, $K_1 = K_2$, for eight values of the interdependency connections, $M = 10, 15, 20, 34, 47, 60, 66, 75$. The intersection with the horizontal line, $\rho = 1$, identifies the minimum number of system links, $K_1 = K_2$, that must be in each of the two networks to ensure that they can be considered as two interdependent networks and not a unique overall network. As an example, when there are $M = 10$ interdependency links, there must be at least $K_1 = K_2 = 4$ system connections among the $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ nodes in the two networks. Alternatively, if we want to analyze two networks with $K_1 = K_2 = 25$ within the formalism of interdependent networks, we have to limit our analysis to no more than $M = 66$ interdependency links among their $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ nodes.

### 4.3 Propagation of failures in interdependent networks

#### 4.3.1 Propagation algorithm

Following the same approach detailed in Section 2.4 for single, isolated networks, the model of cascading failures in interdependent network systems considers the local propagation of the overload (i) to first-neighbors (within the same network) and (ii) to the interdependent set (in the interdependent network) of the failed component. The proposed model differs from similar studies such as Ref. (24) since it does not rely on the assumption that the load on a component is proportional to the number of shortest paths running through it, which do not always reflect the actual routes of the flow in a network. On the contrary, it shares a similarity with the fiber bundle model in complex networks which has been applied to the blackout scenarios for cascading breakdown of power plants from overloading (40). Similar to the fiber bundle model, if the load in a node exceeds its capacity, that node is disconnected from the network and the demand is transferred locally to neighboring nodes through the edges of the network. Moreover, the underlying network is rigid while the vertices
Figure 4.5: The efficiency ratio, $\rho$, vs. the number of systems links, $K_1 = K_2$, for eight values of the interdependency connections, $M = 10, 15, 20, 34, 47, 60, 66, 75$. The intersection with the horizontal line, $\rho = 1$, identifies the minimum number of system links, $K_1 = K_2$, that must be in each of the two networks to ensure that they can be considered two interdependent networks and not a unique overall network.
are damaged and, consequently, removed from the systems.

Consider two systems of $N_1$ and $N_2$ identical components ($N_1 = N_2 = N = 24$ in this study) connected by $K_1$ and $K_2$ links with random initial loads sampled uniformly between a minimum value $L_{min}^i$ and a maximum value $L_{max}^i$, $i = 1, 2$. The two systems are connected by $M$ interdependency links.

For simplicity, but with no loss of generality, all components in the $i$-th system are assumed to have the same limit of operation $L_{fail}^i$, beyond which they fail ($L_{fail}^1 = L_{fail}^2 = L_{fail} = 1$ in this study, upon normalization of all loads relative to the failure load value). When a component fails, a fixed and positive amount of load is transferred locally to the first-neighbors of the failed node within the network structure it belongs to (a fixed and positive amount of load, $P^i$, $i = 1, 2$; $P^1 = P^2 = P = 0.07$ in this study) and to the interdependent components which the failed component is connected to in the other network system (a fixed and positive amount of load, $I = 0.07$), if any. If there is no working node in the neighborhood of a failed component or among the interdependent nodes connected to it, the cascade spreading along that path is stopped. The interdependency links between the two network systems are treated in the same way as the individual system links. They are bidirectional connections.

To start the cascade, an initial disturbance imposes an additional load $D_{ji}$ on each component $j_i$ of the two systems, $j_i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_i$, $i = 1, 2$ ($D_{j_1} = D_{j_2} = D = 0.02$ in this study). If the sum of the initial load $L_{ji}$ and the disturbance $D_{ji}$ of component $j_i$ in system $i = 1, 2$ is larger than the component load threshold $L_{fail}^i$, component $j_i$ fails. This failure occurrence leads to the redistribution of additional loads $P^i$ on the neighboring nodes and $I$ on the interdependent nodes, which may, in turn, get overloaded and thus fail in a cascade which follows the connection and interdependency patterns of the network systems. As the components become progressively more loaded, the cascade proceeds.

The algorithm for simulating the cascading failures proceeds in successive stages as follows:

0. At stage $m = 0$, a connectivity pattern involving $K_i$, $i = 1, 2$ system links is randomly generated among the $N_i$, $i = 1, 2$ nodes in network $i$, $i = 1, 2$. All $N_1 + N_2$ components
in systems 1 and 2 are working under independent uniformly random initial loads \( L^i_1, L^i_2, \ldots, L^i_{N_i} \in [L^i_{\min}, L^i_{\max}] \), with \( L^i_{\max} < L^i_{\text{fail}}, \ i = 1, 2 \).

1. \( M \) interdependency links between system 1 and system 2 are generated, connecting two randomly selected components; multiple interdependency links are allowed for each component.

2. An initial disturbance \( D^i, \ i = 1, 2 \), is added to the load of each component in the two systems.

3. Each component that has not failed is tested for failure: for \( j_i = 1, \ldots, N_i \), if component \( j_i \) has not failed and its load \( L_{j_i}^i > L^i_{\text{fail}} \) then component \( j_i \) in system \( i \) fails, \( i = 1, 2 \).

4. The components loads are incremented taking into account the network topology, i.e. the failed component neighborhood: for each failed node in system \( i \), the load of its first-neighbors is incremented by an amount \( P^i, \ i = 1, 2 \). If the working neighborhood set of the failed node is empty, the associated failure propagation into the system comes to an end.

5. The components loads are incremented taking into account the interdependency pattern, i.e., the nodes interdependent to the failed component: for each failed node in system 1 or 2, the load of its interdependent nodes in system 2 or 1 is incremented by an amount \( I \). If the interdependency set of the working components of the failed node is empty, the associated failure propagation to the interdependent system comes to an end.

6. The stage counter \( m \) is incremented by 1 and the algorithm is returned to step 3.

The damage caused by the cascade is quantified in terms of the number of network components which have failed in each network, i.e. the cascade size \( S^i \), in system \( i = 1, 2 \), when the propagation comes to an end.

The values of the parameters which govern the outbreak and the propagation of the cascade, i.e. \( D, P \) and \( I \), have to be gauged against the specific failure propagation to be represented. Larger \( D \) values result in many more component failures at the initial stage of
the cascade. Large $P$ and $I$ values facilitate the spreading of the failure cascade to a large number of components, since large overloads, $P$ and $I$, will be transferred, respectively, to the neighborhood and to the interdependency set of a component upon its failure. In the following, the initial disturbance $D$ is set to 2% of the failure load $L_{\text{fail}}^i = 1$. The load transfer over the system links, $P$, and the load transferred over the interdependency links, $I$, are both set equal to 7% of the failure load $L_{\text{fail}}^i = 1$. This choice of the cascade parameters results in few initial failures at the outbreak of the cascade while allowing its propagation to a large number of components during the next steps. This occurs in particular when the system operates at high loading conditions. Thus, the effects that the initial loading conditions have on the propagation of the cascading failure can be clearly identified.

Various initial system loading levels are evaluated varying the uniform sampling ranges $[L_{i,\text{min}}^i, L_{i,\text{max}}^i]$, $i = 1, 2$, whose midpoints, $L^i$, are indicators of the average initial systems loading levels. The pair $(L^i, S^i)$ is recorded for system $i = 1, 2$, at the end of every simulations. Large $L^i$ values relate to operating conditions in which the systems are more stressed. For clarity, the range of variation of $L^i \in [0.5, 1]$ at 0.01 steps is obtained through the variation of $L_{i,\text{min}}^i$ from 0 to 1 while $L_{i,\text{max}}^i = 1$.

4.3.2 Results of the propagation algorithm

The effects of the interdependencies between two symmetric systems, $K_1 = K_2 = 34$ and $N_1 = N_2 = 24$, are shown in Fig. 4.6 in terms of the average cascade size, $S^i$, i.e., the number of failed components in the $i$-th system at the end of the cascade spread, versus the average initial load in the system, $L^i$, which represents the system operating level in system $i$, $i = 1, 2$. For each value of $L^i$, 1000 Monte Carlo simulations are repeated to obtain statistically significant results, with each simulation corresponding to a differently sampled pattern of the $M$ interdependency links, different realizations of the same average loading condition, $L^i$, and different connectivity patterns generated by $K_1$ and $K_2$ system links.

The triangles in Fig. 4.6 represent the average cascade size, $S^i$, in system $i = 1, 2$ as a function of the average initial load, $L^i = L$, for the isolated single systems $i = 1, 2$, i.e., when no interdependency is present. The overlapping squares and circles represent the same quantity $S^1 = S^2$ for the symmetrical and identically operating systems 1 and 2, respectively,
Figure 4.6: The average cascade size, $\bar{S}_i$, i.e., the number of failed components at the end of the cascade spread in the $i$-th system, vs. the average initial load in the system, $L^i = L$ for $i = 1, 2$, i.e. the midpoint of the uniform distribution where the random initial loads are sampled from. Triangles: isolated single system, $N = 24$ and $K = 34$. Squares and circles: symmetric interdependent systems 1 and 2, $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ and $K_1 = K_2 = 34$. Each plotted value is the average over 1000 Monte Carlo repetitions of the $M = 34$ interdependency links. In these simulations $L_{fail}^i = 1$, $D^i = 2\%$, $P^i = I = 7\%$, $K_i = M = 34$ for $i = 1, 2$. 
when $M = 34$ interdependency links interconnect them. Similar to the corresponding diagram for isolated networks in Section 3.1, the results show how system loading can influence the risk of cascade spreading. At low levels, there is a trailing tail for small values of $\tilde{S}^i$ in the distribution of the number of failed components. The longer this tail, the lower the susceptibility of a network to large cascading failures. There is a sharp change in the gradients of these tails at a critical loading $L_{cr}^i$ that marks the transition between the non-cascading $L^i < L_{cr}^i$ and cascading $L^i > L_{cr}^i$ regions, for system $i$, $i = 1$, 2. This loading identifies the safe and critical failure-prone working conditions for the network $i$ ($i = 1$, 2), since the likelihood of large cascading failures increases significantly when $L^i > L_{cr}^i$.

As expected, the interdependencies cause a shift to lower values of the loading threshold for which the cascading phenomenon appears (from approximately 0.9 for the individual isolated system to approximately 0.8 for the interdependent systems). Notice that as the average initial loading, $L^i = L$, on the system increases the systems are increasingly vulnerable to cascading failures. The transition from the non-cascading to the cascading region occurs with a smoother behavior for the two interdependent networks than for the individual isolated system, due to the fact that cascades start arising at lower average initial loading, $L^i = L$, in the interdependent networks which, thus, are less stressed and prone to their propagation. Nonetheless, the interdependencies between the two networks make access to the critical point easier, which means that the systems when coupled are more susceptible to large-scale failures and a failure in one system can cause a similar failure in the coupled system.

To quantitatively assess the effects of the interdependency in Fig. 4.6, a threshold representing the maximum allowable cascade size, $S_{cr}^i$, can be set which identifies the critical load, $L_{cr}^i$, beyond which the threshold is exceeded in system $i = 1$, 2. The maximum allowable cascade size, $S_{cr}^i$, is interpreted as the maximum number of components which can be lost in system $i$ without affecting the global service provided by the infrastructure. This threshold can vary from system to system and is a distinguishing feature of the provided service. In the following, for simplicity but with no loss of generality $S_{cr}^1 = S_{cr}^2 = 15\%$ of the network nodes is assumed, which identifies $L_{cr}^1 = L_{cr}^2 = 0.8662$ for the individual systems in isolated conditions and $L_{cr}^1 = L_{cr}^2 = 0.7266$, for the two interdependent systems (Fig. 4.6).

Due to the interdependencies, the two networks have become more prone to the outbreak
and the propagation of cascading failures than the corresponding isolated network with the same number of nodes and links, since the region where cascade of large size appear has increased from $L = [0.8662, 1]$ for the system in isolated conditions to $L^i = [0.7266, 1]$, for the two interdependent symmetric systems. From Fig. 4.6, it is also observed that the transition from cascade-safe to cascade regime is smoother for interdependent networks, allowing more time for them to react against the cascading failure onset.

### 4.4 Effects of the connectivity structure on the operation of the interdependent networks

In this Section, the first of the two fundamental issues in the design and operation of interdependent networks is addressed, namely, to what extent cascading failures propagate along the system links, $K_1$ and $K_2$, and along the interdependency connections, $M$, among interdependent networks. In particular, we assess how the structural configurations of the system links and of the interdependency links limit the operations of the two interdependent networks in terms of the critical loads, $L^1_{cr}$ and $L^2_{cr}$, defined in Section 4.3.2 for system 1 and system 2. Interdependent networks with $N_1 = N_2 = 24$ nodes are considered in this analysis.

Diagrams for interdependent networks similar to the one in Fig. 4.6 are traced for varying $K_1$ and $K_2$ and $M$, which form varying connectivity and interconnectivity patterns, respectively. Average values of the critical loads, $L^1_{cr}$ and $L^2_{cr}$, are evaluated from these diagrams, providing indications about the amplitude of the cascade-safe regions, i.e. $L^1 = [0.5, L^1_{cr}]$ and $L^2 = [0.5, L^2_{cr}]$, and on the vulnerability of the interdependent networks towards cascading failures.

Symmetric interdependent networks, i.e. $K_1 = K_2$, are considered in Section 4.4.1 and asymmetric interdependent networks, i.e. $K_1 \neq K_2$, are considered in Section 4.4.2. The results for two asymmetric interdependent networks, e.g. $K_1 = k_1$ and $K_2 = k_2$, are bounded by the results for the two sets of corresponding symmetric interdependent networks, i.e. with $K_1 = K_2 = k_1$ and $K_1 = K_2 = k_2$, respectively. Thus, the analysis of symmetric interdependent networks encompasses the analysis of asymmetric interdependent networks.
4.4.1 Symmetric interdependent networks

The limitations that increasing interdependency links, \( M \), impose on the operations of symmetric interdependent networks are assessed for different connectivity patterns involving \( K_1 = K_2 \) system links. Figure 4.7 presents the critical loads, \( L_{1cr} \) (circles) and \( L_{2cr} \) (squares) vs. the interdependency links, \( M \), for 6 sets of symmetric interdependent networks having \( K_1 = K_2 = K \in [34, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180] \) system links. The critical loads \( L_{1cr} \) and \( L_{2cr} \) almost completely overlap since the two interdependent networks are symmetric and the cascading failures similarly arise and propagate in them. The small discrepancies in \( L_{1cr} \) and \( L_{2cr} \) for the same \( M \) and \( K \) are due to the different random connectivity and interconnectivity patterns, with \( K \) system links and \( M \) interdependency links, respectively, that are realized for each simulation.

The diagram in Fig. 4.7 conveys information about the effects that particular system configurations, \((K_1, K_2, M)\), have on the propagation of cascading failure in term of the amplitude of the cascade-safe regions, \( L^1 = [0.5, L_{1cr}] \) and \( L^2 = [0.5, L_{2cr}] \). As an example, if \( K_1 = K_2 = 90 \) and \( M = 18 \), the cascade-safe regions are, \( L^1 = [0.5, 0.667] \) and \( L^2 = [0.5, 0.664] \). Thus, the two networks must be operated with these load extremes to avoid the propagation of large cascading failures. Figure 4.7 can be used to find system configurations, \((K_1, K_2, M)\), that guarantee a minimum amplitude of the cascade-safe region. As an example, if we want the cascade-safe regions to be larger than, \( L^1 = [0.5, 0.7] \) and \( L^2 = [0.5, 0.7] \), in symmetric interdependent networks with \( M = 26 \), then the maximum number of allowed system links is \( K_1 = K_2 = 60 \).

For different system links, \( K \), the critical loads, \( L_{1cr}^i \) and \( L_{2cr}^i \), approach the line \( L_{cr}^i = 0.5 \) with the same trend. When \( L_{cr}^i = 0.5 \), the amplitude of the cascade-safe region for network \( i \) is zero. This means that cascades having size larger than the critical size \( S_{cr}^1 = S_{cr}^2 = 15\% \) of the network nodes will propagate in the two interdependent networks irrespective of the average initial load in the systems, \( L^i = L \) for \( i = 1, 2 \).

From Fig. 4.7, we also notice that as the system links, \( K_1 = K_2 \), increase, fewer interdependency links, \( M \), can be allowed among the two networks so that the amplitude of the cascade-safe region is unchanged. For example, when \( K = 34 \) and \( M = 43 \), the cascade-safe
region for network 1 is $L_1^1 = [0.5, 0.7]$, while the same cascade-safe region is granted by no more than $M = 3$ interdependency links if $K = 90$. By the same token, symmetric interdependent networks with $K = 180$ system links have no cascade-safe region irrespective of the number of interdependencies, $M$. Furthermore, even for relatively few system links, $K = 34$ (less that 13% of the maximum number of system links, $K_{\text{max}} = 276$), the cascade-safe region disappear beyond $M = 73$ interdependency links that are less that 13% of the maximum number of interdependency links, $M_{\text{max}} = 576$, among $N_1 = 24$ and $N_2 = 24$ nodes.

Resorting to the one-to-one correspondence between $E_i$ and $M$, $E_i = f(M|K_1,K_2)$, defined in Section 4.2.2, we can assess the limitations that the increasing interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, imposes on the operations of symmetric interdependent networks. Figure 4.8 presents the critical loads, $L_{\text{cr}}^1$ (circles) and $L_{\text{cr}}^2$ (squares), vs. the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, for 6 sets of symmetric interdependent networks having $K_1 = K_2 = K =$
34, 60, 90, 120, 150 and 180 system links. As in Fig. 4.7, the critical loads \( L_{cr}^{1} \) and \( L_{cr}^{2} \) almost completely overlap since the two interdependent networks are symmetric and the cascading failures similarly arise and propagate in them. The small discrepancies in \( L_{cr}^{1} \) and \( L_{cr}^{2} \) for the same \( E_i \) and \( K \) are due to the different random connectivity and interconnectivity patterns, with \( K \) system links and \( E_i \) interdependency efficiency, respectively, that are realized for each simulations.

All curves for different \( K \) values in Fig. 4.8 show two trends, namely, a region at smaller \( E_i \), for which the amplitude of the cascade-safe region is less sensitive to \( E_i \) variations, followed by a region at larger \( E_i \), in which the the amplitude of the cascade-safe region varies sharply due to small \( E_i \) changes. This behavior must be taken into account during the operations of the interdependent networks since even a small variation in the interdependency efficiency, \( E_i \), may lead to severe consequences in the propagation of cascading failures, such as the sudden reduction of the cascade-safe region.

From Fig. 4.7, we notice that the \( L_{cr}^{i} \) vs. \( M \) diagrams intersect the horizontal line \( L_{cr}^{i} = 0.5 \) (at which the amplitude of the cascade-safe region for network \( i \) is zero) at decreasing \( M \) values as the system links, \( K \), increase. On the contrary, from Fig. 4.4, it appears that, when the system links, \( K \), increase the interdependency efficiency, \( E_i \), increases for constant interdependency links, \( M \). Due to the combined effect of these opposing trends, all the diagrams in Fig. 4.8 intersect the horizontal line \( L_{cr}^{i} = 0.5 \), within a narrow range of interdependency efficiency, 0.62 < \( E_i \) < 0.70, for a broad range of system links, i.e. at least 34 ≤ \( K \) ≤ 180. Therefore, when symmetric interdependent networks are operated, we expect the disappearance of the cascade-safe region if the interdependency efficiency falls within or beyond the range identified above.

A complementary assessment with respect to the variation of the system links, \( K_1 = K_2 = K \), is also performed in symmetric interdependent network with \( N_1 = N_2 = 24 \). In particular, the limitations that increasing system links, \( K_1 = K_2 = K \), impose on the operations of symmetric interdependent networks are evaluated for different interdependency patterns involving \( M \) interdependency links. Figure 4.9 presents the critical loads, \( L_{cr}^{1} \) (circles) and \( L_{cr}^{2} \) (squares), vs. the system links, \( K_1 = K_2 = K \), for 7 sets of symmetric interdependent networks having \( M = 1, 10, 20, 34, 47, 60 \) and 66 interdependency links. The critical loads
Figure 4.8: The critical loads, $L_{cr}^1$ (circles) and $L_{cr}^2$ (squares), vs. the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, for 6 sets of symmetric interdependent networks having $K_1 = K_2 = K = 34, 60, 90, 120, 150$ and 180 system links. $N_1 = N_2 = 24$. 
$L^1_{cr}$ and $L^2_{cr}$ almost completely overlap since the two interdependent networks are symmetric and the cascading failures similarly arise and propagate in them. The small discrepancies in $L^1_{cr}$ and $L^2_{cr}$ for the same $K$ and $M$ are due to the different random connectivity and interconnectivity patterns, with $K$ system links and $M$ interdependency links, respectively, that are realized for each simulations.

As seen in Section 4.2.3, for a specific number of interdependencies, $M$, there must be a minimum number of system links, $K_1 = K_2 = K$, in each of the two networks to ensure that they can be treated as two interdependent networks and not as a unique overall network. Hence, in Fig. 4.9 we see that as $M$ increases, the minimum number of system links, $K_1 = K_2 = K$, in the interdependent networks increases consequently.

The diagram in Fig. 4.9 conveys information about the effects that particular system configurations, $(K_1, K_2, M)$, have on the propagation of cascading failure in term of the amplitude of the cascade-safe regions, $L^1 = [0.5, L^1_{cr}]$ and $L^2 = [0.5, L^2_{cr}]$. As an example, if $K_1 = K_2 = 45$ and $M = 34$, the cascade-safe regions are, $L^1 = [0.5, 0.705]$ and $L^2 = [0.5, 0.703]$. Thus, the two networks must be operated with these load extremes to avoid the propagation of large cascading failures. Figure 4.9 can be used to find system configurations, $(K_1, K_2, M)$, that guarantee a minimum amplitude of the cascade-safe region. As an example, if we want the cascade-safe regions to be larger than, $L^1 = [0.5, 0.7]$ and $L^2 = [0.5, 0.7]$, in symmetric interdependent networks with $K = 70$, then the maximum number of allowed interdependency links is $M = 20$.

For varying interdependency links, $M$, the critical loads, $L^1_{cr}$ and $L^2_{cr}$, approach the line $L^i_{cr} = 0.5$ with the same linear trend. When $L^i_{cr} = 0.5$, the amplitude of the cascade-safe region for network $i$ is zero. Therefore, for that $(K^*, M^*)$ combination and for those having $K > K^*$ and $M > M^*$, cascades having size larger than the critical size $S^1_{cr} = S^2_{cr} = 15\%$ of the network nodes will propagate in the two interdependent networks irrespective of the average initial load in the systems, $L^i = L$ for $i = 1, 2$.

From Fig. 4.9, we also notice that as the interdependency links, $M$, increase, fewer system links, $K$, can be allowed in the two networks so that the amplitude of the cascade-safe region is unchanged. For example, when $M = 20$ and $K = 94$, the cascade-safe region for network 1 is $L^1 = [0.5, 0.65]$, while the same cascade-safe region is granted by no more than $K = 38$ system
Figure 4.9: The critical loads, $L_{cr}^1$ (circles) and $L_{cr}^2$ (squares), vs. the system links, $K_1 = K_2 = K$, for 7 sets of symmetric interdependent networks having $M = 1, 10, 20, 34, 47, 60$ and 66 interdependency links. $N_1 = N_2 = 24$. As $M$ increases, the minimum number of system links, $K_1 = K_2 = K$, in the two interdependent networks increases consequently, ensuring that the systems can be treated within the framework of interdependent network analysis (see Section 4.2.3).

By the same token, symmetric interdependent networks with approximately $M = 70$ interdependency links have no cascade-safe region irrespective of the number of system links, $K$.

Resorting to the one-to-one correspondence between $E_{glob}$ and $K$, $E_{glob} = f(K)$, defined in Section 4.2.1, we can assess the limitations that the increasing connection efficiencies, $E_{glob}^1 = E_{glob}^2 = E_{glob}$, imposes on the operations of symmetric interdependent networks. Figure 4.10 presents the critical loads, $L_{cr}^1$ (circles) and $L_{cr}^2$ (squares), vs. the global efficiency, $E_{glob}$, for 7 sets of symmetric interdependent networks having $M = 1, 10, 20, 34, 47, 60$ and 66 interdependency links. As in Fig. 4.9, the critical loads $L_{cr}^1$ and $L_{cr}^2$ almost completely overlap.
Figure 4.10: The critical loads, $L_{cr}^1$ (circles) and $L_{cr}^2$ (squares), vs. the global efficiency, $E_{glob}$, for 7 sets of symmetric interdependent networks having $M = 1, 10, 20, 34, 47, 60$ and 66 interdependency links. $N_1 = N_2 = 24$.

since the two interdependent networks are symmetric and the cascading failures similarly arise and propagate in them. The small discrepancies in $L_{cr}^1$ and $L_{cr}^2$ for the same $E_{glob}$ and $M$ are due to the different random connectivity and interconnectivity patterns, with $M$ system links and $E_{glob}$ global efficiency, respectively, that are realized for each simulations.

All curves at different $M$ in Fig. 4.10 show two trends, namely, a region at smaller $E_{glob}$, for which the amplitude of the cascade-safe region is less sensitive to $E_{glob}$ variations, followed by a region at larger $E_{glob}$, in which the the amplitude of the cascade-safe region varies sharply due to small $E_{glob}$ changes. This behavior must be taken into account during the operations of the interdependent networks since even a small variation in the global efficiency, $E_{glob}$, may lead to severe consequences in the propagation of cascading failures, such as the sudden reduction of the cascade-safe region.
4.4.2 Asymmetric interdependent networks

When two networks are coupled, there are in principle no limitations on the number of the system links, \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \), they may contain. Therefore, the coupling of asymmetric interdependent networks, i.e. \( K_1 \neq K_2 \), and the cascading failure propagation in them must be also analyzed. In particular, the limitations that the structure of asymmetric interdependency networks, i.e. particular \((K_1, K_2, M)\) combinations, impose on their operations have been assessed.

Figure 4.11 presents the critical loads, \( L_{1cr} \) (black circles) and \( L_{2cr} \) (black squares), vs. the interdependency links, \( M \), for the two asymmetric interdependent networks having \( K_1 = 60 \) and \( K_2 = 90 \) system links, shown in Fig. 4.1. Since the two networks have different numbers of system links, cascading failures do not similarly propagate in them, therefore the critical loads \( L_{1cr} \) and \( L_{2cr} \) do not overlap. The results for two sets of symmetric interdependent networks with \( K_1 = K_2 = 60 \) (red markers and line) and \( K_1 = K_2 = 90 \) (cyan markers and line), respectively, are also shown for comparison.

The results for asymmetric networks are bounded by those for symmetric networks. In particular, the results for the corresponding symmetric networks with the smaller number of links, i.e. \( K_1 = K_2 = 60 \), form the upper bound for the asymmetric networks case, while the results for the corresponding symmetric networks with the larger number of links, i.e. \( K_1 = K_2 = 90 \), form the lower bound. This behavior is not surprising. As seen in Fig.4.7, symmetric interdependent networks with many system links, \( K_1 = K_2 \), are more prone to cascading failures than those with fewer system links, for the same \( M \) values. In the asymmetric configuration of Fig. 4.11, the network with \( K_1 = 60 \) is coupled to a network with \( K_2 = 90 \) that is more prone to the propagation of cascading failures. On the other hand, the network with \( K_2 = 90 \) is coupled to a network with \( K_1 = 60 \) that is less prone to the propagation of cascading failures. Therefore, the results for the asymmetric configurations, follow in between the results for the corresponding symmetric configurations. As a result, the cascade-safe regions in network 2 (\( K_2 > K_1 \)) are broader in the asymmetric configuration than they are in the symmetric configuration. Conversely, the cascade-safe regions in network 1 (\( K_1 < K_2 \)) are narrower in the asymmetric configuration than they are in the symmetric
Figure 4.11: The critical loads, $L_{1\text{cr}}$ (black circles) and $L_{2\text{cr}}$ (black squares), vs. the interdependency links, $M$, for two asymmetric interdependent networks having $K_1 = 60$ and $K_2 = 90$ system links, shown in Fig. 4.1. The results for two sets of symmetric interdependent networks with $K_1 = K_2 = 60$ (red markers and line) and $K_1 = K_2 = 90$ (cyan markers and line), respectively, are also shown for comparison. $N_1 = N_2 = 24$.

configuration. For example, in the asymmetric configuration, the cascade-safe region are $L^1 = [0.5, 0.658]$ and $L^2 = [0.5, 0.628]$ (black markers), while in the symmetric configuration $L^1 = [0.5, 0.684]$ (red marker) and $L^2 = [0.5, 0.615]$ (cyan marker), for $M = 30$.

An equivalent behavior was shown to be valid in all the considered asymmetric cases. Therefore, the analysis of asymmetric configuration with $K_1 = k_1$ and $K_2 = k_2$ is encompassed by the analysis of two symmetric interdependent configurations with $K_1 = K_2 = k_1$ and $K_1 = K_2 = k_2$, respectively. Thus, the results of the analyses on symmetric interdependent networks are employed in assessing the limitations that the structures of asymmetric interdependent networks impose on their own operations.
4.5 Optimal interdependency connectivity

In this Section, the second of the two fundamental issues in the design of interdependent networks is addressed, namely, what is the most efficient interconnection among interdependent networks that minimizes the propagations of cascading failures in them. In particular, we assess how different configurations of the system links and of the interdependency links, i.e. the pairs \((K_1 = K_2 = K, M)\), contribute to the interdependency efficiency, \(E_i\), and affect the propagation of cascading failures in the two symmetric interdependent networks, in terms of the critical loads, \(L_{cr1}\) and \(L_{cr2}\) defined in Section 4.3.2. To this end, the results of Sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and 4.4.1 are employed. Symmetric interdependent networks with \(N_1 = N_2 = 24\) nodes are considered in this analysis. As seen in Section 4.4.2 the results obtained for these configurations encompass the results for asymmetric interdependent networks with \(N_1 = N_2 = 24\) nodes.

In Fig. 4.12, the relation, \(E_i = f(K, M)\), between the configuration of the interdependent networks, i.e. \((K, M)\), and the interdependency efficiency, \(E_i\), and the relation, \(L_{cr} = f(K, M)\), between the configuration of the interdependent networks, i.e. \((K, M)\), and the average critical load of the two symmetric networks, \(L_{cr} = (L_{cr1} + L_{cr2})/2\), are presented. As seen in Section 4.4.1, the average critical load, \(L_{cr}\), is representative of the two critical loads in the symmetric networks. Indeed, \(L_{cr1}\) and \(L_{cr2}\) almost completely overlap since cascading failures similarly arise and propagate in them. Each point \((K, M)\) of the diagram in Fig. 4.12 corresponds to a particular configuration of the interdependent networks as for the system links, \(K\), and the interdependencies, \(M\), and it is associated to a unique \(E_i\) value and a unique \(L_{cr}\) value.

The small black dots and the solid black lines define the contour lines of the relation, \(E_i = f(K, M)\), along which the interdependency efficiency, \(E_i\), has a constant value. Seven contour lines are shown whose range of variation is \(E_i \in [0.4, 0.7]\) at steps of 0.05. In a similar way, the large black dots and the black dash dotted lines define the contour lines of the relation, \(L_{cr} = f(K, M)\), along which the critical load, \(L_{cr}\), has a constant value. Nine contour lines are shown whose range of variation is \(L_{cr} \in [0.5, 0.9]\) at steps of 0.05. The red dots and the red dash dotted line identify the system configurations for which the
efficiency ratio, \( \rho \), defined in Section 4.2.3, Eq. 4.6, is equal to one. For the configurations \((K, M)\) on the left of this line (red shaded region), \( \rho > 1 \). As pointed out in Section 4.2.3, these configurations cannot be treated within the formalism of the interdependent network analysis.

As the system size increases, i.e. \( K \) and \( M \) increase, the interdependency efficiency, \( E_i \), also increases since the two interdependent networks communicate more effectively. Conversely, as the system size increases, i.e. \( K \) and \( M \) increase, the critical load, \( L_{cr} \), decreases since the two interdependent networks become more vulnerable to the propagation of cascading failures. From Fig. 4.12, we notice that the contour lines for \( E_i = f(K, M) \) have the same functional form that is translated on the \((K, M)\) plane to account for varying \( E_i \) values. The same behavior holds for the contour lines \( L_{cr} = f(K, M) \). In particular, the functional form of the contour lines for \( E_i = f(K, M) \) only depends on \( K \) and \( E_i \) through the relation,

\[
M = (a + b \cdot E_i + c \cdot E_i^2 + d \cdot E_i^3) \cdot E_i / K + \text{const},
\]

with \( a = -0.24591 \cdot 10^5 \), \( b = 1.8894 \cdot 10^5 \), \( c = -4.2903 \cdot 10^5 \) and \( d = 3.2645 \cdot 10^5 \). These coefficients are the parameters that characterize the contour lines for \( E_i = f(K, M) \) for all the system configurations \((K, M)\) and interdependency efficiencies, \( E_i \). The red solid curves in Fig. 4.12 show how the functional form in Eq. 4.7 fits the contour lines for \( E_i = f(K, M) \) in the least-square sense. The agreement is particularly good for large \( M \) values.

Since the contour lines of the relation, \( E_i = f(K, M) \), are convex functions, and, conversely, the contour lines of the relation, \( L_{cr} = f(K, M) \), are upper convex functions, it is possible to identify the optimal configuration, \((K^{opt}, M^{opt})\), that minimizes the propagation of cascading failure, i.e. that maximizes \( L_{cr} \), for every \( E_i \) values. These optimal configurations, \((K^{opt}, M^{opt})\), are the tangent points of the contour lines for \( E_i = f(K, M) \) and for \( L_{cr} = f(K, M) \). The blue dots in Fig. 4.12 identify seven optimal configurations for different values of interdependency efficiency, \( E_i \). They lie on the line which is the locus of the optimal configurations, i.e. the points in the \((K, M)\) plane that maximize the critical load, \( L_{cr} \), for each \( E_i \). The relation between \( M^{opt} \) and \( K^{opt} \) is found through least-square linear fit of the optimal configurations,
\[ M^{opt} = \left[ 0.4020 \cdot K^{opt} - 9.4895 \right] , \tag{4.8} \]

which is plotted as a blue solid line in Fig. 4.12. The square brackets in Eq. 4.8 denote the nearest integer function. This relation is useful in designing optimum interdependencies between two networks having \( K_1 = K_2 = K \). If there are no constraints on the number of interdependencies, \( M \), a value close to \( M^{opt} = [0.4020 \cdot K - 9.4895] \) should be selected to find the best compromise between the interdependency efficiency, \( E_i \), and the critical load, \( L_{cr} \).

This choice maximizes the communication between the two interdependent networks, while at the same time reduces their vulnerability to the propagation of cascading failures. From Eq. 4.8, we notice that the optimal number of interdependencies, \( M^{opt} \), is always smaller than a third of the number of system links, \( K \). Additional interdependencies would increase the vulnerability towards cascading failures more than they would contribute to the communication between the two interdependent networks. It is important to stress that Eq. 4.8 is valid only within the range of system configurations, \((K, M)\), used for its development, i.e. \( K \in [34, 120] \) and \( M \in [4, 39] \).

From Fig. 4.12, several network system design considerations can be thus induced. For example, the same interdependency efficiency, \( E_i = 0.6 \), is obtained for the configurations \((K = 45, M = 44)\) and \((K = 111, M = 5)\). Moreover, these two configurations of interdependent networks have the same vulnerability towards cascading failures since \( L_{cr} = 0.65 \). In this case, other considerations related to the possible congestion of the five nodes in each network (for the \((K = 111, M = 5)\) configuration) that handle the entire interdependency connectivity will guide to the choice of the best configuration. If a maximum number of system links, \( K = \bar{K} \), and a minimum interdependency efficiency, \( E_i = \bar{E} \), are prescribed, then the optimum number of interdependencies, \( M = \bar{M} \), is found at the intersection between the line \( K = \bar{K} \) and the contour line \( E_i = \bar{E} \). If \( M < \bar{M} \), the constraint on the minimum interdependency efficiency is not satisfied, while if \( M > \bar{M} \), the cascade-safe region shrinks. If the constraint on the number of system links, \( K = \bar{K} \), is dropped, then a configuration on the contour line \( E_i = \bar{E} \), but closer to the locus of the optimal configurations defined in Eq. 4.8, can be selected.

Alternatively, if \( M = 30 \) connections must be established among the nodes of two inter-
Figure 4.12: The relation, $E_i = f(K, M)$, between the configuration of the interdependent networks, i.e. $(K, M)$, and the interdependency efficiency, $E_i$, and the relation, $L_{cr} = f(K, M)$, between the configuration of the interdependent networks, i.e. $(K, M)$, and the average critical loads of the two symmetric networks, $L_{cr}$. Each point $(K, M)$ corresponds to a particular configuration of the interdependent networks as for the system links, $K$, and the interdependencies, $M$, and it is associated to a unique $E_i$ value and a unique $L_{cr}$ value. Small black dots and solid black lines: contour lines of the relation, $E_i = f(K, M)$. Big black dots and black dash dotted lines: contour lines of the relation, $L_{cr} = f(K, M)$. Red dots and red dash dotted line: system configurations for which $\rho = 1$. Red shaded area: system configurations for which $\rho > 1$. The red solid curves show how the functional form in Eq. 4.7 fits the contour lines for $E_i = f(K, M)$ in the least-square sense. Blue dots: optimal configurations for different values of interdependency efficiency, $E_i$. Blue solid line: locus of the optimal configurations, $(K^{opt}, M^{opt})$. 
dependent networks, e.g. thirty calls between two wireless communication networks, no more than $K = 54$ calls can be allowed within each of the two networks if the critical load cannot be lower than 0.70, i.e. the cascade-safe region cannot be smaller than $L_i \in [0.5, 0.7]$. On the other hand, if the communication efficiency within the two networks has to be increased, i.e. $K = 85$ calls are established within the two wireless communication networks, then the number of calls between the two interdependent networks must be limited to $M = 10$, for the cascade-safe region to be unchanged.
Chapter 5

Critical phenomena in complex networks

The extreme compactness of networks together with their complex organization result in a broad spectrum of nontraditional critical effects and singularities (79). Critical phenomena in networks include a wide range of issues:

- Structural changes in the connectivity pattern, e.g. a finite fraction of edges turns out to be aggregated into an ultra compact subgraph with diameter, \( d = \max(d_{ij}) \) (the largest entry of the shortest path lengths matrix, \( \{d_{ij}\} \), see Section 2.1), much smaller than the diameter of the network (80);

- The emergence of critical scale-free network architectures, i.e. the degree distribution, \( P(k) \), of the growing network tends to a power-law function with significant probability of highly connected nodes (hubs) (7);

- Percolation phenomena, i.e. the conditions for the emergence of a giant connected component (81);

- Epidemic thresholds and phase transitions, e.g. the disappearance of the epidemic threshold in uncorrelated infinite networks (i.e. where there is no correlation between degrees of vertices) (11).
Complex networks imply a new type of strong disorder where fluctuations of structural characteristics of vertices (e.g., their degree distribution) far exceed their mean values. One should add to this large-scale inhomogeneity, which is significant in many complex networks, that statistical properties of vertices may strongly differ in different parts of a network.

Critical phenomena in complex network mark the appearance of emerging properties and phenomena in the mapped systems and can be exploited to characterize transitions and thresholds in their dynamics (13). In particular, the emergence and the full development of a giant component in nonequilibrium, i.e. growing, networks is the basic structural transition in their architecture.

5.1 Percolation transition: the formation of a giant component

The giant component of a network is a connected set of nodes that consists of the majority of the network and its presence can be ascertained through the evaluation of the network’s community structure. Finding the community structure of a network entails grouping its nodes in clusters, i.e. unconnected sets of nodes; then, the size of each cluster can be evaluated. The cluster with the largest size is called giant component of the network.

Percolation theory is the study of the qualitative change in connectivity of a nonequilibrium network as its nodes and edges are randomly removed or added (12). In order to clarify the concept of bond percolation transition, consider for example a very simple network, i.e. the $40 \times 40$ square lattice in Fig. 5.1. In this network, each bond (connection) is present with probability $p$ between two neighboring nodes of the lattice. The maximum number of bonds is $K_{max} = 2 \cdot 40 \cdot 39 = 3120$. On the average, $K = 3120p$ bonds will be in the lattice. Figure 5.1 shows three computer-generated samples of a $40 \times 40$ square lattice, with probability increasing from $p = 0.3\%$ to $p = 0.7\%$. The percolation transition concerns the conditions for the formation of a set of bonds connecting the upper and the lower side of the lattice. Since this cluster spans the entire size of the lattice, it is the giant component. For $p = 0.3$ as in the upper-left panel of Fig. 5.1, there is no path connecting the upper and the lower side and the network breaks up into individual clusters. When the bond probability $p = 0.4176$,
a giant component connecting the upper side and the lower side of the lattice appears. The red highlighted path in the upper-right panel of Fig. 5.1 identifies the connection between the upper and the lower side of the lattice. Therefore, the value $p_c = 0.4176$ is the percolation threshold for this model. If the bonds were pipes carrying some fluid, at $p \geq p_c$ a fluid poured on the upper side of the lattice would percolate through the connections of the giant component reaching the lower side, hence percolation transition. For $p = 0.7 > p_c$, the only cluster in the lattice is the giant component (lower panel in Fig. 5.1).

### 5.2 Models for evolving networks

In the literature, several network evolution models have been assessed based on different growth rules and the sudden emergence of a giant component used to identify the percolation threshold and the transition to an emergent system behavior (82; 83). These studies aim at evaluating how simple laws of evolution and rules of local interactions among the network elements affect their global development and operations. The knowledge of how the local interactions amount to the global behavior allows control over the dynamics which unfold on their structure, e.g. the propagation of failures, the spreading of diseases, and the formation of community structures. Furthermore, these theoretical models are topological since physical parameters characterizing the links, e.g. their lengths, are not considered when connections are established among nodes.

In Section 5.3, we develop a network evolution model that assesses the percolation transition for a spatial network whose nodes are located in the two-dimensional Euclidean space. Nodes are randomly added onto the surface and interconnected according to their spatial proximity. Therefore, unlike the topological models, there is an interplay between the connectivity pattern of the network and the substrate in which nodes are added. This model for evolving networks simulates the metastatic colonization in tumor growth and, specifically, the emergence of a collective behavior in the metastatic cell aggregate. The new system behavior identifies the formation of overt macrometastases which can mount an effective attach to the host organ.
Figure 5.1: Bond percolation network. Each bond (connection) on a $40 \times 40$ square lattice is present with probability $p = 0.3$ (upper-left panel), $p = 0.4176$ (upper-right panel) and $p = 0.7$ (lower panel). The value $p_c = 0.4176$ is the percolation threshold for this model for which a giant component connecting the upper side and the lower side of the lattice appears. The red path highlights this connection. For $p = 0.3 < p_c$, many small-sized individual clusters appear in the lattice. For $p = 0.7 > p_c$, the only cluster in the lattice is the giant component.
5.3 Emergence of macrometastases as a percolation transition in a metastatic colonization network

An estimated 1,479,350 new cancer cases and 562,340 deaths from cancer were expected to occur in the United States alone in the latest 2009 projection (84). The majority of those deaths were caused by metastatic lesions far from the primary tumor site.

Metastases are not direct extensions of a primary tumor and their dissemination does not typically occur following the general routing paths in the body, e.g. the blood or lymphatic streams. Instead, metastases arise following the spread of neoplastic cells from the primary tumor site to secondary organs where they form secondary tumors (85).

It is a generally accepted assumption that metastatic colonization in tumors occurs in a stepwise fashion (86–88). Upon leaving the primary tumor, cells release growth factors, e.g. vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGFA) (89), placental growth factor (PIGF) (89) and transforming growth factor-β (TGFβ) (86), which prime distant sites for future seeding. In turn, cells at secondary sites release guidance chemicals, e.g. inflammatory S100 chemokines and serum amyloid A3 (SAA3) (86; 90), which attract migratory tumor cells.

Recent experimental observations (91) have led to the hypothesis that metastatic colonization and growth are regulated by a process similar to quorum sensing in bacterial biofilm formation (92–95). Following this analogy, metastatic cells produce, release and detect chemicals, called autoinducers, which allow intercellular communications. Cells sense changes in their numbers and density following variations in the autoinducer concentrations. At a critical signaling threshold level, they stop acting as individuals and initiate community behaviors, e.g., promoting the transition from microscopic colonies to overt macrometastases at a preferred second site in the host organ.

We present a model of metastatic colonization based on network theory (8; 79). We demonstrate the occurrence of a percolation transition in the giant component, which is a cluster that spans the entire network, of the metastasized network at a critical cell density. This transition is implicitly based on the intercellular signaling within the metastasis. The formation of a giant component in a growing network that has a complex architecture is considered to be an emergent critical phenomenon. The sudden emergence of a giant com-
ponent is the hallmark of the percolation transition, which marks the onset of a new system behavior (82; 83). In this particular case, the new system behavior is the formation of overt macrometastases which can mount an effective attach to the host organ.

Mathematical models for tumor growth follow different approaches. Stochastic/discrete models (96) incorporate parameters and biological rules discovered from cell research but are limited to analyses of small developing tumors due to the computational burden imposed by the modeling of intercellular interaction. On the other hand, deterministic/continuous models (97–101) regard tumors as spatial distributions of cell densities allowing tumors of clinically significant size to be modeled, but lack the capability to simulate cell-to-cell interactions.

Here we propose a model belonging to the stochastic/discrete category. Our results are the first attempt to provide a model accounting for the intercellular sensing hypothesis during metastatic colonization. We demonstrate that the transition from micro- to macrometastases is an intrinsic characteristic of metastatic growth, which emerges globally through local interactions among cells.

5.3.1 Model and methods

5.3.1.1 Basic colonization model

We simulate the evolution of the metastatic colonization on a surface area of the preferred second site to which the tumor cells are attracted. The chemotactic gradients towards the second site directly influence the attachment rate $\alpha$ to the surface. Following attachment, tumor cells may be removed at a rate $\beta$ due to apoptosis, necrosis or detachment. Since the attachment surface is the preferential target for metastatic cells, they are placed on it with a uniform probability that they will occupy a specific location. Intercellular communication occurs within a cut-off distance $\rho$. Thus, the tumor cell covers a circular sensing area of radius $\rho$ about itself and, if another cell lies within it, cell-to-cell talk is established.

The evolving metastatic aggregate is mapped into a network structure whose nodes are the metastatic cells with connections that link communicating cells. Figure 5.2 displays a schematic of the network which maps the metastatic colony. The nodes (or vertices) of the
network map the metastatic cells. A connection between two nodes is established if the corresponding cells lie within a cut-off distance $\rho$. The breadth-first search algorithm (2) is employed to discover the nodes that belong to the giant component of the metastatic network.

We monitor the temporal evolution of the giant component and find that it exhibits a structural transition within two critical times, namely the transition threshold time when the giant component first appears and the fully-developed threshold time when it spans the entire target surface. Figure 5.3 presents the evolution of the size of the giant component for increasing target areas. All of the simulated scenarios share the emergence of the giant component during the percolation transition. As expected, wider homing surfaces at preferred secondary sites lead to larger transition times due to the associated lower probability of communication among the uniformly positioned cells.

The large fluctuations in the size of the giant component, e.g. the one occurring after $t = 8$ years for $A = 1 \text{ cm}^2$ in Fig. 5.3, stem from the stochastic nature of the colonization model. During the formation and the growth of the giant component, it may be formed by two strongly connected sets of cells loosely linked by only one cell. In case this cell bridging the two sets of cells is removed due to apoptosis, necrosis or detachment, this massive set of cells is split into two components. The size of the giant component suddenly drops down to the size of the new largest connected component which is realized in the network mapping the metastasis.

The same structural transition in the size of the giant component can be identified with respect to the cell density within the metastasis. Thereby, the transition threshold density and the fully-developed threshold density can be identified as the cell density at which the giant component first appears and the cell density at which it spans the entire target surface, respectively.

The percolation transition in the size of the giant connected component identifies the shift from micro- to macrometastases. It is bounded between the transition threshold time and the fully developed threshold time (represented by dots in Fig. 5.3). Before the transition threshold, the metastatic network contains no giant component. After the fully developed threshold, the giant component grows linearly with the net rate $\alpha - \beta$ since incoming cells attach directly to the giant component.
Figure 5.2: The formation of the metastatic network. This schematic displays how the metastatic colony is mapped into a network. The circles represent the sensing areas covered by the tumor cells in accord with the cut-off distance $\rho$. The cells are placed at the centers of the circles. The homing surface for colonization is bounded by the red square contour and the cells attach uniformly on it. The red connections link intercommunicating cells which lie within the distance $\rho$. The figure corresponds to a stage of the metastasis progression when the giant component spans the entire homing surface. To increase visibility in this schematic, the ratio between the homing surface side and $\rho$ is set as 10.
Figure 5.3: Evolution of the giant component in the metastatic network. The results for various target areas are displayed. From right to left, $A = 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.33, 0.17 \text{ cm}^2$, respectively. The dots identify the transition threshold time and the fully-developed threshold time of the percolation transition based on the time derivative of the size of the giant component. Three qualitatively different behaviors are found in all the scenarios. Before the transition threshold, the metastatic network contains no giant component, since there are only small disconnected cell clusters. During the transition, incoming cells connect these previously isolated clusters so that a giant component spanning the entire network is formed. After the fully-developed threshold, the giant component grows linearly according to a net rate $\alpha - \beta$ since incoming cells attach directly to it. In these simulations, $\alpha = 10$ and $\beta = 5$ cells/day. $\rho = 100 \ \mu\text{m}$ is chosen to be 10 times as much as the average metastatic cell radius of 10 $\mu\text{m}$ for breast cancer (102). Different $\rho$ values quantitatively influence the critical transition times and the size of the giant component but do not alter the qualitative model behavior (see Fig. 5.6).
The time derivative of the size of the giant component guides us in our determination of these two extremes (Fig. 5.4). The final growth rate value identifies the transition threshold time. In particular, we presume that the transition threshold time occurs when the time derivative of the size of the giant component becomes larger than the final growth rate (left dot in Fig. 5.4). The time derivative exhibits large oscillations during the percolation transition due to the addition and removal of cells to and from the giant component. The fully developed threshold time occurs when these oscillations disappear (right dot in Fig. 5.4). The transition and the fully developed threshold densities are presumed to be the metastatic cell densities at the transition and the fully developed threshold times, respectively.

The model of metastatic colonization is applied to varying target areas, $A$, to evaluate the extent to which the colonization is affected by the size of the homing surface where the preferential attachment of cancer cells occurs. Moreover, we show that different values of the cut-off distance, $\rho$, quantitatively influence the critical transition times and densities but do not alter the qualitative behavior of the model.

### 5.3.1.2 Extensions to the basic metastatic colonization model

Biological considerations inspired three possible extensions to the basic metastatic colonization model. The first concerns the chemotactic gradient attracting tumor cells towards the homing site for metastatic colonization. This gradient directly influences the attachment rate $\alpha$. If the gradient is time-independent, e.g. when the concentration of the guidance chemical which attract migratory tumor cells to second sites is time-independent, $\alpha$ is constant. Time-varying chemotactic gradients result in $\alpha(t)$ being time-dependent. We have considered the influence of time-dependent $\alpha(t)$ on the percolation transition.

The second extension accounts for the simultaneous attachment of multiple cells on the homing surface. Clusters of several tumor cells can detach from the primary tumor site, travel along the blood and lymphatic vessels and extravasate towards the metastatic colony, providing an additional source of metastatic cells. We consider at most the attachment of clusters of two cells since bigger clusters will not readily extravasate towards the metastasis due to their larger dimensions. We assume that the $p_1 = 70\%$ of the attachments involve individual cells and that the remaining $p_2 = 30\%$ are for clusters of two cells. We simulate
Figure 5.4: The time derivative of the giant component size. The derivative is calculated using least-square regression. This method is chosen due to the high stochastic variability of the signal. For each instant $t_i$, a $t_i$-centered time window with length $m = n/100$ is identified, $n$ being the length of the time signal representing the evolution of the giant component size. A first-order polynomial is fitted to the $t_i$-centered time window and its slope defines the time derivative at $t_i$. For initial and final times, right- and left-skewed time windows are used, respectively. The dashed line identifies the constant growth rate, $R$, following the fully-developed transition time. $R = 1800$ cells/year for $\alpha = 10$ cells/day and $\beta = 5$ cells/day. $R$ identifies the transition threshold time (left dot), while the disappearance of large oscillations identifies the fully developed transition time (right dot). This plot is relative to the target area $A = 0.17 \text{ cm}^2$. 
the attachment of multiple cells as follows. The attachment events occur at a rate $\alpha = 10$ cells/day. When an attachment event occurs, based on the corresponding probability, we determine if it involves a single cell or a cluster of two cells. The cells in a cluster are placed in immediate proximity of each other so that the two sensing areas almost completely overlap.

The third extension pertains to the local proliferation of the metastatic cells at the secondary site. Cells that belong to the metastasis replicate, increasing both their number and density. This source term describes the addition of new tumor cells originating from cells within the metastasis without any exogenous contribution. Intercellular sensing also provides a mechanism by which cells can select favorable conditions for replication. For example, cells that are interconnected with many others are more likely to replicate. Thus, we assume that only the cells that belong to the giant component proliferate. The proliferation time $T_P$ is specified as 45 days, which is a typical value for breast cancer (that ranges between one and two months). The proliferation rate is evaluated as $1/T_P$. At each time step, the cells in the giant connected component are examined for proliferation. When a proliferation event occurs, a new cell is placed in the immediate proximity of the replicating cell and thus the two sensing areas overlap almost completely.

The extended model of metastatic colonization is applied to the homing surface with area, $A = 0.33 \text{ cm}^2$, and the results are compared with those from the basic model. This allows evaluating of the extent to which the three biologically inspired extensions affect the basic metastatic colonization model.

5.3.2 Results and discussion

5.3.2.1 Basic colonization model

Figure 5.5 (b) presents three regions of metastasis progression that are identified in the context of transition times (Fig. 5.3) for homing surfaces with increasing surface areas, $A$. In these simulations, $\alpha = 10$ and $\beta = 5$ cells/day. $\rho = 100 \mu\text{m}$ is chosen to be 10 times as much as the average metastatic cell radius of $10 \mu\text{m}$ for breast cancer (102). Different $\rho$ values quantitatively influence the critical transition times and the size of the giant component but do not alter the qualitative model behavior (see Fig. 5.6). The blue region below the
transition threshold identifies the early stage of metastatic colonization when cells are characterized by individual behavior. Microcolonies form in the pink region and the transition from micrometastases to macrometastases occurs. The red region above the fully-developed threshold identifies the formation of overt metastases in the host organ. The transition timespan (pink region) is smaller for small homing areas. Thus, in addition to the difficulty of early detection due to their smaller dimensions, metastases with limited spatial extensions take less time to form microcolonies and to fully develop into macrocolonies.

We have also identified the transition threshold density and the fully-developed threshold density corresponding to the threshold times. These results are presented through a three-region diagram for metastasis progression with respect to the cell density within the metastasis (Fig. 5.5 (a)). This diagram shows that an intercellular-sensing-like mechanism is active during the colonization process that enables the metastatic cells to determine if their density and number are sufficient to allow behavior as a community. The transition threshold density remains constant with increasing target area, which is intuitive, although the fully-developed threshold density is sensitive to surface area for smaller targets. However, for the smaller areas, the total cell count in the metastasis is only about 2000 cells which explains the larger variability in the local cell density values. The fact that the threshold densities are weakly dependent on the surface area, \( A \), suggests that the proposed model consistently describes the metastatic colonization for a particular set of the model parameters \( \alpha, \beta, \rho \).

The diagram in Fig. 5.5 (a) can be applied for specific metastatic colonization by fitting the model parameters \( \alpha, \beta, \rho \), and the homing area. Using this information, cell density measurements for a specific metastasis could allow a determination of the stage of development of the macrocolony and help guide subsequent interventions to reduce the cell density or population. The model suggests that a reduction in the cell population and density can be effective in promoting a backward transition from macrometastases to micrometastases. Yet, if the colonization process is not stopped, the forward transition from micrometastases to macrometastases will occur again at a later time as incoming tumor cells continue to reach the homing site.

In developing the three region diagram in Fig. 5.5, we specified \( \rho = 100 \, \mu m \) which corresponds to 10 times the average metastatic cell radius 10 \( \mu m \) for breast cancer. Next, we
Figure 5.5: Metastatic progression with respect to (a) cell density and (b) critical time for various sizes of the metastasis homing sites. Lower dots: transition thresholds for (a) density and (b) time. Upper dots: fully-developed thresholds for (a) density and (b) time. The threshold time scales linearly with the size of the metastasis homing site while the threshold density is less sensitive to it. This points to the use of intercellular sensing by cells to detect the most convenient density to initiate community behavior. However, the cell number is also a critical parameter in this respect. As an example, for $A = 0.1 \text{ cm}^2$ the fully-developed metastasis has a size of about 2000 cells, while for $A = 1 \text{ cm}^2$ this size is about 15,500 cells. Thus, the fully-developed threshold density has higher values for smaller homing sites to compensate for the small cell count in the metastasis. In these simulations, $\alpha = 10$ and $\beta = 5 \text{ cells/day}$. $\rho = 100 \mu\text{m}$ is chosen to be 10 times as much as the average metastatic cell radius of 10 $\mu\text{m}$ for breast cancer (102). Different $\rho$ values quantitatively influence the critical transition times and the size of the giant component but do not alter the qualitative model behavior (see Fig. 5.6).
show that different $\rho$ values quantitatively influence the critical transition times and densities but do not alter the qualitative behavior of the model. Figure 5.6 (a) and (b) presents the three region diagram for metastatic progression that is homologous to Fig. 5.5 (a) and (b) for $\rho = 200 \, \mu\text{m}$. As expected, the threshold time and density are shifted to lower values due to the augmented sensing area for the metastatic cells. Thus, for increasing $\rho$ values, a smaller number of cells is required to trigger the transition from micro- to macrocolonies in metastasis which, consequently, requires a shorter time to develop into a giant component. This implies that the model can be tuned to describe specific metastatic lesions according to the pertinent intercellular sensing capabilities without loss of generality.

Next, we investigate the percolation transition in the size of the giant component that occurs between the transition threshold time and the fully-developed threshold time. The evolution plot in Fig. 5.3 suggests that there is exponential growth between these two times, which we found to be valid for all the considered scenarios with various target surfaces. Figure 5.7 is a semi logarithm plot of the giant component size vs. time for the homing area $A = 0.1 \, \text{cm}^2$. The plot reveals a linear growth that validates the exponential growth assumption for the giant component size. Least-square regression is used to evaluate the exponential growth rate, $\gamma$, between the transition threshold time and the fully developed threshold time.

The slopes of the least-square regression lines for varying homing areas, $A$, are reported in Fig. 5.8. We notice that the growth rate $\gamma$ characterizing this exponential growth scales as $\gamma \sim 1/A$. Thus, in addition to the information provided by Fig. 5.5 (b) about the timespan of the transition, we note that while the transition velocity is nonuniform within the transition region (pink area in Fig. 5.5 (b)), it proceeds faster as the fully-developed region (red area in Fig. 5.5 (b)) is approached. The increase in the transition velocity is more pronounced for small homing surfaces (Fig. 5.8), thereby adding more complexity to the growth mechanism. This leads to a reemphasis that there should be prompt intervention following clinical detection of a metastatic tumor due to the intrinsic instability of the transition region.
Figure 5.6: Metastatic progression with respect to (a) cell density and (b) critical time. Lower dots: transition thresholds for (a) density and (b) time. Upper dots: fully-developed thresholds for (a) density and (b) time. This figure is the homologue of Fig. 5.5 (a) and (b). The three region diagram is shifted to lower values due to the increase in the cell sensing capability. In this case, \( \rho = 200 \, \mu \text{m} \). \( \alpha = 10 \) and \( \beta = 5 \) cells/day as in Fig. 5.5 (a) and (b).
Figure 5.7: Exponential growth between the transition threshold time and the fully developed threshold time. The plot shows the logarithm of the size of the giant component vs. time for $A = 0.1 \text{ cm}^2$, $\alpha = 10$, $\beta = 5 \text{ cells/day}$ and $\rho = 100 \mu\text{m}$. The red line $4.7558 \cdot t + 2.1381$ identifies the least-square fit between the transition threshold time and the fully developed threshold time with a Pearson correlation coefficient $r^2 = 0.9717$. 
Figure 5.8: Scaling of the exponential growth during the percolation transition. The black dots represent the growth rate of the giant component $\gamma$ between the transition threshold time and the fully-developed threshold time for increasing metastatic homing area, $A$. $\gamma$ scales as $1/A$ (dashed curve) indicating a faster transition for smaller $A$ values (see also Fig. 5.5 (b)). The least-square regression function is $\gamma = 0.33 \cdot 1/A + 1.54$ with Pearson correlation coefficient $r^2 = 0.9758$. 
5.3.2.2 Extended colonization model

In this section, we present the results relative to the extended model of metastatic colonization introduced in Section 5.3.1.2. As for the first extension, we considered the effects of a time-varying chemotactic gradient (so that now $\alpha(t)$ is time-dependent) on the percolation transition. The functional form assumed for the attachment rate corresponding to the time-varying chemotactic gradient is quadratic, $\alpha(t) = -2.5 \cdot t^2 + 10 \cdot t + 10$, with a maximum at $t = 2$ years for which there is an increase in the metastatic cell recruitment capability followed by a subsequent decrease. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 present the evolution of the giant component and the evolution of the cell density in the metastasis, respectively, for the time-varying attachment rate, $\alpha(t) = -2.5 \cdot t^2 + 10 \cdot t + 10$, $\beta = 5$ cells/day, $\rho = 100 \mu m$ and a homing area $A = 0.33 \text{ cm}^2$. The transition and the fully developed thresholds shift towards earlier times due to the increase in metastatic cell recruitment. The transition threshold and the fully developed densities are almost unchanged since the metastatic colonization process is not altered by the time-varying chemotaxis, which does not affect the cell positioning on the homing surface with respect to the base model.

Next, we study the effects of the possible attachments of clusters of multiple cells on the homing surface. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the evolution of the giant component and of the cell density in the metastasis, respectively, for the attachment of multiple cells. Like in the previous model extension, the transition threshold and the fully developed threshold times shift towards earlier times due to the increase in metastatic cell recruitment. Yet, the transition occurs at a larger cell density when there is an attachment of multiple cells. This implies that cells in the clusters do not contribute effectively to the intercellular signaling process, since their sensing areas mostly overlap. Hence, multiple cells in clusters connect with the same neighboring cells and do not enhance the global connectivity of the metastatic colony, essentially behaving like single cells in establishing new connections in the metastatic network. Although the colonization speeds up due to the higher effective cell recruitment given by multiple attachments, yet it becomes less efficient since many more cells are required to trigger the percolation transition leading to overt macrometastases.

Finally, the proliferation of the cells belonging to the giant component and the two exten-
Figure 5.9: Evolution of the giant component for time-varying attachment rate $\alpha(t)$. The solid line shows the results for the time-varying chemotaxis given by the attachment rate $\alpha(t) = -2.5 \cdot t^2 + 10 \cdot t + 10$. The dashed line compares results for constant chemotaxis with $\alpha = 10$ cells/day. The transition threshold time is shifted from 1.99 years to 1.21 years and the fully-developed threshold time is shifted from 3.18 years to 1.45 years, respectively. $A = 0.33 \, \text{cm}^2$, $\beta = 5$ cells/day and $\rho = 100 \, \mu\text{m}$. 
Figure 5.10: Evolution of the cell density for time-varying attachment rate $\alpha(t)$. The solid line represents results for the time-varying chemotaxis given by the attachment rate $\alpha(t) = -2.5 \cdot t^2 + 10 \cdot t + 10$. The dashed line compares results for constant chemotaxis with $\alpha = 10$ cells/day. The cyan dots mark the transition threshold density at $1.26 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ and the fully-developed threshold density at $1.61 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ for the time-dependent chemotaxis. The red dots mark the transition threshold density at $1.08 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ and the fully-developed threshold density at $1.72 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ for constant chemotaxis. $A = 0.33$ cm$^2$, $\beta = 5$ cells/day and $\rho = 100$ µm.
Figure 5.11: Evolution of the giant component size for the attachment of multiple cells. The dashed line shows results for the base model for sake of comparison. The attachment of individual cells occurs with the probability $p_1 = 0.7$ and the attachment of clusters of two cells occurs with the probability $p_2 = 0.3$ with respect to a generic attachment event. The transition threshold time is shifted from 1.99 years to 1.51 years and the fully developed threshold time from 3.18 years to 2.56 years, respectively. $A = 0.33 \text{ cm}^2$, $\alpha = 10 \text{ cells/day}$, $\beta = 5 \text{ cells/day}$ and $\rho = 100 \mu\text{m}$. 
Figure 5.12: Evolution of the cell density for the attachment of multiple cells. The dashed line shows results for the base model for sake of comparison. The attachment of individual cells occurs with the probability $p_1 = 0.7$ and the attachment of clusters of two cells occurs with the probability $p_2 = 0.3$ with respect to a generic attachment event. The cyan dots mark the transition threshold density at $1.32 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ and the fully-developed threshold density at $2.27 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ for the attachment of multiple cells. The red dots mark the transition threshold density at $1.08 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ and the fully-developed threshold density at $1.72 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ for the base model. $A = 0.33$ cm$^2$, $\alpha = 10$ cells/day, $\beta = 5$ cells/day and $\rho = 100$ $\mu$m.
sions presented above, i.e. the time-varying attachment rate and the attachment of clusters of two cells, namely, are combined. The time-dependent attachment rate $\alpha(t)$ for the simulation of the combined model is reported in Fig. 5.13. After a small initial increase, the attachment rate $\alpha(t)$ decays due to hindered chemotaxis. When $\alpha(t) = \beta$, i.e. $t = 2.38$ years, the detachment rate, $\beta$, supersedes the attachment rate, $\alpha(t)$, and proliferation is the only source of cells. Figure 5.14 shows the effects of these extensions on the temporal evolution of the giant component as compared with the basic model. As expected, the transition threshold time decreases as the proliferation source term induces additional growth. Including these three processes during metastatic colonization enhances the growth and hastens the transition of the giant component into overt metastases.

Figure 5.15 shows the evolution of the cell density in the metastasis for a combination of all three model extensions. The transition occurs for a larger cell density in the extended model, mainly due to the overlapping of the sensing areas in the proliferating cells (as discussed above in the context of the attachment of multiple cells). Cell proliferation has a strong influence on the cell density as compared to the effect of time-dependent $\alpha(t)$ (Fig. 5.10) and the attachment of multiple cells (Fig. 5.12) alone. In turn, the density evolution is responsible for the rapid growth in the size of the giant component and for the virtual disappearance of the fully-developed threshold time during the percolation transition (Fig. 5.15).

Therefore, proliferation affects largely the percolation transition so that the evolution of the metastasis from scattered microcolonies to an overt macrocolony takes place in a very short timespan. In these conditions, an intervention aiming at reducing the size of the metastasis to prevent its development is not effective since the colony will suddenly form again.

5.3.3 Conclusions

Despite its geometrical origins, this model for intercellular sensing during metastasis describes the stepwise behavior characteristic of metastatic colonization. It demonstrates that the transition from micro- to macrometastases is an intrinsic characteristic of metastatic growth, which emerges globally through local interactions among cells. The introduction of biologically inspired extensions to the basic colonization model, in particular cell proliferation
Figure 5.13: Time-varying attachment rate $\alpha(t)$ used for the simulation in Fig. 5.14 and 5.15. The solid line describes the time-dependent attachment rate $\alpha(t) = (-2.5 \cdot t^2 + 10 \cdot t + 10) \cdot e^{-\log(10)/4 \cdot t}$ with a maximum at $t = 0.42$ years.
Figure 5.14: Evolution of the giant component in the extended model. Solid line: the result for the extended model considering time-dependent $\alpha(t)$ in Fig. 5.13, attachment of multiple cells, and proliferation. Dashed line: reference model. $\rho = 100 \mu m$ and $A = 0.33 \text{ cm}^2$. The transition threshold time shifts from 1.99 years to 0.355 years. Due to proliferation, the percolation transition to the fully-developed threshold time is instantaneous. The attachment of individual cells occurs with the probability $p_1 = 0.7$ and the attachment of clusters of two cells occurs with the probability $p_2 = 0.3$ with respect to a generic attachment event. Proliferation occurs only for the cells in the giant connected component with a proliferation time $T_P = 45$ days.
Figure 5.15: Evolution of the cell density for the extended model. Solid line: Result for the extended model considering time-dependent $\alpha(t)$ in Fig. 5.13, attachment of multiple cells, and proliferation. Dashed line: reference model. $A = 0.33$ cm$^2$ and $\rho = 100$ $\mu$m. The transition threshold density shifts from $1.08 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ (lower red dot) to $2.07 \cdot 10^4$ cells/cm$^2$ (cyan dot). The attachment of individual cells occurs with a probability $p_1 = 0.7$ and the attachment of clusters of two cells occurs with a probability $p_2 = 0.3$ with respect to a generic attachment event. Proliferation occurs only for cells in the giant connected component with a proliferation time $T_P = 45$ days.
at the secondary site, shortens the time for the percolation transition.

The model can be tuned to describe specific metastatic lesions at specific secondary sites that are caused by different primary tumors to guide proper interventions that seek to reduce the cell population or density.

Furthermore, it prompts the consideration of an intervention that targets the cut-off distance $\rho$ in order to hinder intercellular communication, even in the presence of a significant tumor cell population. This is particularly relevant for those tumor, such as lung and breast cancer, that are highly malignant due to a very prompt and widely spread metastatic colonization.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and open problems

In this dissertation, stochastic and deterministic approaches for modeling complex networks are presented. The methodology combines analysis of the structure formed by the interconnections among the elements of a network with an assessment of the vulnerability towards the propagation of cascading failures. The goal is to understand the mutual interplay between the structure of the network connections and the propagation of cascading failures. Intuitively, an efficient connectivity among the elements of networks is desirable since these systems are designed to establish an effective communication over their links. Nonetheless, as the reachability among the nodes increases, the propagation of undesirable conditions, e.g. network failures, diseases, overloads, is enhanced as well.

Two fundamental issues related to the optimal design and operation of complex networks are addressed. The first concerns the impact that cascading failures have on networks due to the connectivity pattern linking their components. This knowledge is particularly useful during the operation of a network. If the state of load on the network components is high, the risk of cascade spreadings becomes significant. In this case, we have quantified the needed reduction of the connectivity efficiency to prevent the propagation of failures affecting the entire system. Conversely, in networks whose components are working at low loadings, cascades of failure are less likely to arise and propagate. In this case, the reachability among the network elements can be improved through an increase of the connection efficiency, i.e. the addition of new links. The second issue concerns the realization of the most efficient
connectivity in a network that minimizes the propagations of cascading failures. This knowledge is particularly useful during the design of a network. We have found that a system that routinely approaches the critical load for the onset of cascading failures during its operation should have a larger efficiency value. This allows for a smoother transition to the cascade region and for a reasonable reaction time to counteract the onset of significant cascading failures. On the other hand, if there is a need for the critical load for the onset of cascading failures to lie far beyond the operating range of the network, it could be made less vulnerable with fewer connections.

The interplay between the structure of the network connections and the propagation of cascading failures is assessed also in interdependent networks. In these systems, the linking among several network infrastructures is necessary for their optimal and economical operation. Yet, the interdependencies introduce weaknesses in the systems due to the fact that failures may cascade from one system to other interdependent systems, possibly affecting their overall functioning. Inspired by the global efficiency, we defined a measure of the communication capabilities among interdependent systems, i.e. the interdependency efficiency. We have quantified the relations between the structural parameters, i.e. the system links and the interdependency links, and the interdependency efficiency. We also have quantified the relations between the structural parameters and the vulnerability towards the propagation of cascading failures. Resorting to this knowledge, we have identified the optimal interdependency connectivity. This choice of system links and interdependency links maximizes the communication among interdependent networks, while at the same time reduces their vulnerability to the propagation of cascading failures.

Similar to the spreading of failures, the formation of a giant component is a critical phenomenon emerging as a result of the connectivity pattern in a network. This structural transition was exploited to identify the formation of macrometastases in the developed model for metastatic colonization in tumor growth. The methods of network theory proved particularly suitable to reproduce the local interactions among tumor cells that lead to the emergent global behavior of the metastasis as a community. This model for intercellular sensing reproduces the stepwise behavior characteristic of metastatic colonization. Moreover, it prompts the consideration of a curative intervention that hinders intercellular communication, even in
the presence of a significant tumor cell population. In view of these results, the study of tumor growth within the framework of complex systems should be fostered and complemented by experimental data from laboratory tests.

Several open problems arise from this dissertation. In Section 3.3, we estimated the parameters of the deterministic model that describes the propagation of cascading failures in isolated networks. The relation between the global connectivity efficiency on one hand and the critical load and the exponential growth rate on the other hand are presented in Figs. 3.8 and 3.6, respectively. These parameters shows two regions with different sensitivities to the global efficiency. We conjecture that this change in the sensitivity identifies a transition in the network when disconnected, isolated nodes are no longer present and every node is reachable from any other node. Investigating the connectivity patterns of networks in the vicinity of the transition point will be beneficial in validating this conjecture. Moreover, the development of a deterministic model independent of the number of nodes would clarify whether the parameter dependence that we have found is shared by all of isolated networks. With respect to this analysis, further insight will be gained by identifying the functional dependence between the deterministic model parameters and the number of system links through the average one-to-one relation between the global efficiency and the number of system links presented in Fig. 3.4.

We foresee that the assessment of the interplay between system structure and propagation of failures in both isolated and interdependent networks, that we presented in this dissertation, can be extended to account for unidirectionality in the connections. The introduction of directed links, i.e. where the overload propagates only along a specific direction, limits the transfer of overload from failed nodes and hinders the propagation of the failure cascade. On the other hand, introducing limitations on links would result in degrading the connectivity efficiency in the network. The introduction of directionality is also an active safety protection measure to prevent the further propagation of the failure cascade in the network. An alternative active protection system can be based on on-line monitoring of the component load and its time derivative to prevent or delay the failure, components that are approaching critical conditions are then disconnected from the network.

The approach presented in this dissertation can also be extended to account for possible
malfunctioning and removal of connections based on their failure probability. The possibility to incorporate links with different features would also open the fundamental modeling, as presented here, to multiple practical applications, such as societal networks or network of acquaintances.

The discussed analysis of isolated and interdependent networks is carried out for systems having fixed numbers of nodes. A different number of nodes may quantitatively influence the outcome of the analysis but should not alter the qualitative behavior of the model. Nonetheless, the results of this dissertation can be expanded to account not only for variations in the number of links but also for variations in the number of nodes. Such an expansion may enable the development of generalized theories or parameters for cascading failures. The only limit to the development of this model is the large computational power required to simulate the propagation of failures in networks having thousands of nodes.

The algorithm that simulate cascading failures contains several parameters that control the outbreak and the propagation of the cascade. The use of probability distribution functions for these parameters allows for the evaluation of the probability connected to different possible faulty scenarios and the estimation of the associated risk. Thus, the analysis can be embedded in a risk assessment framework. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the results with respect to the model parameters can also be assessed.

The model for metastatic colonization during cancer growth can be extended to account for interventions aimed at hindering the development of the metastasis. One of these possible interventions could be the use of receptor blockers to prevent cell-to-cell communication and the ensuing community-scale behavior that triggers the attack to the host organ. In this respect, the receptor blocker can be added as an element in the metastatic networks that can bind to tumor cells. Upon binding, it deactivates the capability of a network element to establish connections with its neighbors.

A criticism that is often presented against the study of the topology of networks and the abstract modeling of cascading failures is that the structure cannot be the only factor affecting the function and the propagation of failures in a network. Therefore, algorithms of failure spreading that account for the propagation of the physical quantities involved in the network failures can be considered. Then, computer/virtual models and experimental data
can be employed to validate the fundamental modeling discussed in this dissertation. The goal would be to validate the assumption that the global system behavior emerges as a result of local interactions among its elements.
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